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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN 

 

 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 

   Plaintiff,  ) 

      ) 

 vs.     ) CASE No. 00:00 cr 000 

       ) JUDGE WISDOM 

EDGAR CLIENT,    ) 

   Defendant.  ) 

 

 

DEFENDANT’S SENTENCING MEMORANDUM 

 
 Edgar Client, through counsel, submits this Sentencing Memorandum in support of a 

sentence of one day in prison, a significant period of home detention with electronic monitoring, 

and ten years of supervised release with conditions.  This sentence reflects the nature and 

circumstances of Mr. Client’s offense and his history and characteristics, and is “sufficient, but 

not greater than necessary” to serve the purposes of sentencing set forth at 18 U.S.C. 

§ 3553(a)(2).    

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Nature and Circumstances of Mr. Client’s Offense and His History and  

  Characteristics 

 
In late 2007, a neighbor installed Lime Wire on Mr. Client’s computer so that he could 

listen to music.  Mr. Client had become severely depressed after suffering a number of 

debilitating medical problems.  Beginning in late 2008 or early 2009, Mr. Client viewed child 

pornography on occasion until a search warrant was served in October 2010.  According to Dr. 

Psychologist, Mr. Client’s “progressive incapacitation and medically fragile physical state, 

coupled with severe clinical depression, led directly to his commission of the offense.”  See 

Report of Dr. Psychologist at 2 (Exhibit 1, filed under seal).  
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When agents arrived with a search warrant in October of 2010, Mr. Client immediately 

admitted to having viewed child pornography on his computer and did not try to minimize his 

conduct.  Mr. Client has had nothing to do with child pornography since that time, and has 

complied with all terms of pre-trial supervision since he was arraigned in April of 2011. 

 Mr. Client’s computer contained 235 digital images and 10 digital movie files containing 

child pornography.  Mr. Client did not pay for the images or trade other images for them.  The 

Lime Wire program costs nothing to install, and provides images in response to queries without 

any monetary payment or other quid pro quo.  See Affidavit of Mr. IT Guy (attached as Exhibit 

2).  When Lime Wire is installed, it automatically defaults to sharing status, and specific, 

affirmative action is required to override the default file sharing mode.  Mr. Client’s neighbor 

installed the Lime Wire program in a folder named “Edgar,” while the program itself created a 

folder named “documents and settings/Edgar/shared.”  All of the images were found in that 

folder.  PSR ¶ 13. 

Like a Google search, Mr. Client typed in a search term and the Lime Wire program 

returned the images.  When a person types in a query, Lime Wire sends a list of files in response 

that it automatically collects from other computers that are connected to Lime Wire.  See 

Affidavit of Mr. IT Guy at 2.  When the recipient clicks on files in the list, they are automatically 

downloaded into the “shared” folder, and when someone else on Lime Wire makes a query, the 

program automatically accesses those files.  Id.  Mr. Client himself did not knowingly share or 

deliberately save the images.  Rather, the images were automatically saved in the “shared” 

folder, which had been created by a default function of the software itself, and not by Mr. Client 

or his neighbor, and the images were automatically shared by Lime Wire.  After he clicked on 

and viewed images on the list collected by Lime Wire, Mr. Client did not view or access them 
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again, and the images remained in the shared folder.  Id. at 2-3.  In fact, Mr. Client is not 

computer savvy and would not have known how to find the shared directory on his computer.  

The only images shared by the Lime Wire program were the images uploaded by the FBI agent 

in this case.  Id.      

Mr. Client is 69 years old.  He has no criminal history, and has complied with all 

conditions of pre-trial release over the past eighteen months.  Mr. Client graduated from college 

in 1967 with a Bachelor’s Degree in Biology.  He was employed as an instructor at a community 

college for twenty years, and then worked for the Metro Public Works Department until he 

retired in 2003.   

Mr. Client has been married for forty-six years, and has one adult daughter and three 

grandchildren.  Mr. Client’s wife and daughter will appear in court to support him at sentencing, 

as they believe that this behavior was out of character and that he will never become involved in 

possessing child pornography again.  Mr. Client is deeply ashamed and remorseful for his 

actions.     

Mr. Client suffered a stroke in 2004, leaving him partially paralyzed on the left side of his 

face and without full motor control of his left arm and leg.  In 2005, he was diagnosed with 

prostate cancer, for which he underwent a radical prostatectomy and was treated with radiation 

therapy.   He remains at risk of recurrence of the cancer.  In early 2007, he was diagnosed with 

coronary artery disease, and high blood pressure.  He takes medication for the high blood 

pressure, but his cardiac condition remains unstable and is exacerbated by psychological stress.  

He has been physically incapable of engaging in sexual activity since 2004.  He has been 

diagnosed as severely depressed.  Mr. Client’s cardiologist advises that “incarceration would be 

a serious hazard to [Mr. Client’s] well-being” and “could precipitate a serious cardiovascular 
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event.”  See Letter of Dr. Cardiologist at 1 (attached as Exhibit 3).  Mr. Client’s primary care 

physician also advises that incarceration would result in “significant deterioration” of Mr. 

Client’s health.  See Letter of Family Doctor at 1 (attached as Exhibit 4). 

Mr. Client’s wife, age 65, suffers from diabetes and advanced kidney disease.  See Letter 

from Family Doctor at 2.  In the very near future, she will be required to undergo dialysis three 

times a week.  Id.  In 2011, Mrs. Client fell while in the kitchen and spent several weeks in the 

hospital due to bleeding in her brain. She now experiences dizziness, confusion, and emotional 

fragility.  Id.  

Mrs. Client cannot safely be alone for any period of time.  Mr. Client provides daily care 

to his wife, without which she could not function.  He monitors her blood sugar, drives her to 

medical appointments, helps her bathe and get dressed every day, and prepares their meals.  See 

Letter from Daughter at 1-2 (attached as Exhibit 5).  He is Mrs. Client’s primary caretaker.  Id.  

Mrs. Client’s primary care physician advises that if Mr. Client were incarcerated, she would be 

“thrown in considerable turmoil, both physical and mental, which could trigger rapid 

deterioration.”  See Letter of Family Doctor at 2.   

Mr. Client’s daughter lives a one-hour drive away, and works full time to help support 

her family, in addition to raising three young children.  Mr. and Mrs. Client lack the means to 

pay for the daily care and supervision Mrs. Client needs.   

   Dr. Psychologist assessed Mr. Client’s mental condition, and specifically whether he 

poses any physical danger to children; whether he is likely to repeat the offense or engage in 

similar activities in the future; the existence of any underlying psychological factors which led 

him to commit the offense; and recommendations for appropriate treatment.  See Report of Dr. 

Psychologist at 1.   
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 Dr. Psychologist found Mr. Client to be “clinically severely depressed.”  Id. at 4.  He 

found that Mr. Client’s “progressive incapacitation and medically fragile physical state, coupled 

with severe clinical depression, led directly to his commission of the offense.”  Id. at 2.  Dr. 

Psychologist administered the Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory III test and found “no 

evidence to suggest the presence of antisocial or sociopathic tendencies,” which indicates that 

Mr. Client’s “risk of sexual violence is low.”  Id. at 3.  Dr. Psychologist also administered the 

STATIC-99 test and found that Mr. Client “scored in the low risk category relevant to other adult 

male sex offenders.  Offenders who score in this low range are generally considered appropriate 

for community supervision and treatment.”  Id. at 4.  Finally, he administered the Sexual 

Violence Risk-20 test and found that Mr. Client has “no risk factors among the 20 factors.”   Id. 

at 5.  He concluded that Mr. Client “does not pose any physical danger to children,” and is 

“highly unlikely” “to repeat the offense, or engage in similar activities.”  Id.       

Since his arrest, Mr. Client successfully completed a sex offender treatment program at 

Psychological Services, Inc.  He participated in weekly group therapy sessions using cognitive 

behavioral therapy.  He met all of the goals of the program:  He acknowledged personal 

responsibility for his offending behavior, no longer engages in that behavior, improved his 

understanding of how sexual abuse and assault negatively impacts victims, and made progress 

towards achieving healthy social supports and relapse prevention.  See Letter of Psych. Services 

at 1-2 (attached as Exhibit 6).   

Mr. Client was diagnosed by Dr. Psychologist with severe clinical depression, and by 

Psychological Services, Inc. with Adjustment Reaction with Mixed Emotional Features.  Mr. 

Client has not been diagnosed as a pedophile.   
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 B. Legal Framework 

 While this Court must still correctly calculate the guideline range, Gall v. United States, 

552 U.S. 38, 49 (2007), it may not treat that range as mandatory or presumptive, id. at 51; Nelson 

v. United States, 555 U.S. 350, 352 (2009), but as “one factor among several” to be considered in 

imposing an appropriate sentence under § 3553(a).  Kimbrough v United States, 552 U.S. 85, 90 

(2007).  The Court must “consider all of the § 3553(a) factors,” “make an individualized 

assessment based on the facts presented,” id. at 49-50, and explain how the facts relate to the 

purposes of sentencing.  Id. at 53-60; Pepper v. United States, 131 S. Ct. 1229, 1242-43 (2011).  

The Court’s “overarching” duty is to “‘impose a sentence sufficient, but not greater than 

necessary’ to accomplish the goals of sentencing.”  Id. at 101; Pepper, 131 S. Ct. at 1242-43.   

A key component of Supreme Court law, designed to ensure that the guidelines are truly 

advisory and constitutional, is the authority of this Court to disagree with a guideline as a matter 

of policy.  Because “the Guidelines are now advisory . . . , as a general matter, courts may vary 

[from Guidelines ranges] based solely on policy considerations, including disagreements with the 

Guidelines.”  Kimbrough, 552 U.S. at 101-02 (internal punctuation omitted) (citing Rita v. 

United States, 551 U.S. 338, 351 (2007) (district courts may find that the “Guidelines sentence 

itself fails properly to reflect § 3553(a) considerations”).  As the Supreme Court held in 

Kimbrough, because “the cocaine Guidelines, like all other Guidelines, are advisory only,” it 

“would not be an abuse of discretion for a district court to conclude when sentencing a particular 

defendant that the crack/powder disparity yields a sentence ‘greater than necessary’ to achieve 

§ 3553(a)’s purposes, even in a mine-run case.”  Kimbrough, 552 U.S. at 91, 109-10; see also 

Spears v. United States, 555 U.S. 261, 267 (2009) (“[D]istrict courts are entitled to vary from the 
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crack cocaine Guidelines in a mine-run case where there are no ‘particular circumstances’ that 

would otherwise justify a variance from the Guidelines’ sentencing range.”). 

Congressionally directed guidelines are just as advisory as any other guideline and 

therefore equally subject to policy-based variances.  In Vazquez v. United States, 130 S. Ct. 1135 

(2010), the Supreme Court remanded for reconsideration in light of then-Solicitor General 

Kagan’s position that “all guidelines,” including congressionally-directed guidelines, “are 

advisory, and the very essence of an advisory guideline is that a sentencing court may, subject to 

appellate review for reasonableness, disagree with the guideline in imposing sentencing under 

Section 3553(a).”  U.S. Br. at 11, Vazquez v. United States, No. 09-5370 (Nov. 2009).  As the 

Sixth Circuit has previously recognized, “all of the sentencing guidelines are advisory,” 

including those directed by Congress.  United States v. Michael, 576 F.3d 323, 327 (6th Cir. 

2009) (emphasis in original).  Congressional directives “tell[] the Sentencing Commission, not 

the courts, what to do,” and “a directive that the Commission specify a particular Guidelines 

range is not a mandate that sentencing courts stay within it.”  Id. at 328. 

This Court may thus properly find that the child pornography guideline was not 

developed by the Commission in its characteristic institutional role of basing its determinations 

on empirical data and national experience, see Kimbrough, 552 U.S. at 109-10, consistent with 

the Supreme Court’s repeated recognition that when a guideline was not developed by the 

Commission based on empirical data of past sentencing practices and national sentencing 

experience, it is not likely that the guideline “reflect[s] a rough approximation of sentences that 

might achieve § 3553(a)’s objectives,” and that a policy-based variance from such a guideline is 
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not subject to “closer review” and is “not suspect.”  See Kimbrough, 552 U.S. at 109-10; Spears, 

555 U.S. at 264; Rita, 551 U.S. at 348, 349-50.1  

In a recent decision, the Sixth Circuit made a distinction between guidelines that are 

directed by Congress (like much of the child pornography guideline), and guidelines that are 

chosen by the Commission (like the drug guidelines at issue in Kimbrough, which were directly 

based on congressional policy but not specifically required by Congress).  See United States v. 

Bistline, 665 F.3d 758, 763-64 (6th Cir. 2012).  With respect to guidelines chosen by the 

Commission, when the Commission “makes a policy decision for reasons that lie outside its 

[empirical] expertise,” the resulting guideline is “vulnerable on precisely that ground.”  Id.  With 

respect to guidelines directed by Congress, “the district court that seeks to disagree with the 

guideline on policy grounds faces a considerably more formidable task than the district court did 

                                                 
1 See also United States v. Grober, 624 F.3d 592, 600-01 (3d Cir. 2010) (applying abuse of discretion 
review to a district court’s policy-based downward variance from § 2G2.2 because “the Commission did 
not do what ‘an exercise of its characteristic institutional role’ required—develop §2G2.2 based on 
research and study rather than reacting to changes adopted or directed by Congress”); id. at 608-09 
(“Congress, of course. . . may enact directives to the Commission which the Commission is obliged to 
implement,” but “Kimbrough permits district courts to vary even where a guideline provision is a direct 
reflection of a congressional directive”); United States v. Dorvee, 616 F.3d 174, 188 (2d Cir. 2010) 
(Kimbrough’s holding that “it was not an abuse of discretion” for a district court to disagree with the 
crack guidelines “because those particular Guidelines ‘do not exemplify the Commission’s exercise of its 
characteristic institutional role’ . . . applies with full force to § 2G2.2.”); United States v. Henderson, 649 
F.3d 955, 959-60 (9th Cir. 2011) (“[T]he child pornography Guidelines were not developed in a manner 
‘exemplify[ing] the [Sentencing] Commission’s exercise of its characteristic institutional role,’ . . . so 
district judges must enjoy the same liberty to depart from them based on reasonable policy disagreement 
as they do from the crack-cocaine Guidelines discussed in Kimbrough.”); id. 963 n.3 (“That Congress has 
the authority to issue sentencing directives to the Commission” and “that the Guidelines conform to 
Congressional directives does not insulate them from a Kimbrough challenge.”); United States v. Stone, 
575 F.3d  83, 89-90 (1st Cir. 2009) (“[O]ur precedent has interpreted Kimbrough as supplying this power 
even where a guideline provision is a direct reflection of a congressional directive,” including the career 
offender, fast-track, and child pornography guidelines); id. at 93-94, 97 (district court may choose to 
agree with Congress’s policy decisions as long as it recognizes its authority not to, but the “guidelines at 
issue are in our judgment harsher than necessary” and “we would have used our Kimbrough power to 
impose a somewhat lower sentence”); United States v. Halliday, 672 F.3d 462, 474 (7th Cir. 2012) 
(district courts are “at liberty to reject any Guideline on policy grounds,” but defendant did “not argue that 
the district court was unaware of its discretion to disagree with the [child pornography] Guidelines”); 
United States v. Regan, 627 F.3d 1348, 1353-54 (10th Cir. 2010) (defendant’s argument for a policy-
based variance from § 2G2.2 was “quite forceful” but he “did not raise the argument that the Guidelines 
are entitled to less deference because they are not the result of empirical study by the Commission”).    
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in Kimbrough.”  Id. at 764.  “[W]ith respect to those enhancements” that were directed by 

Congress, the district court “must refute . . . Congress’s reasons.”  Id.  This Court “may still 

disagree with the policies embodied in [congressional] directives,” but “to survive the close 

scrutiny that follows, the court must explain its disagreement in terms that are persuasive on 

policy grounds.”  Id. at 763.    

C. Requested Sentence 

 Mr. Client asks this court to impose a sentence of one day in custody, a period of home 

detention with electronic monitoring that is significant in this Court’s judgment (with credit for 

the  eighteen months already served), and ten years of supervised release with the conditions that 

he register as a sex offender with the State of Michigan and undergo any further treatment 

deemed necessary by the Probation Officer in addition to the one-year weekly treatment program 

Mr. Client has already completed. [Perhaps also suggest computer monitoring, depending on 

your client’s circumstances and the practice in your district, e.g., “permission for the 

Probation office to install monitoring software on any computer he owns or to which he has 

access.”]  Unlike the advisory guideline range of 97-121 months in prison, the requested 

sentence is “sufficient, but not greater than necessary” to serve sentencing purposes under § 

3553(a).   

 Part I of the following Argument shows that Mr. Client’s offense is less serious than the 

offenses Congress had in mind, and that Mr. Client is not the dangerous offender Congress had 

in mind, when it required severe penalties in child pornography cases.  It explains with factual 

and empirical evidence that the circumstances of the offense and Mr. Client’s characteristics are 

highly relevant to the statutory purposes of sentencing and the overarching duty to impose a 

sentence that is sufficient, but not greater than necessary, to satisfy those purposes.   
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Part II demonstrates that the sentence Mr. Client requests will avoid unwarranted 

disparities and unwarranted similarities.  This section includes sentencing data from all cases 

nationwide, in the Sixth Circuit, and in the Eastern District of Michigan.   

Part III shows that the sentence requested is consistent with recent Sixth Circuit caselaw. 

Part IV provides evidence to refute each of Congress’s reasons for its directives to the 

Commission to enhance the child pornography guideline and again shows that Mr. Client is not 

the offender Congress had in mind.  It also shows that the enhancements the Commission 

adopted without a congressional mandate were not based on empirical data and national 

experience.  This part also provides an objective basis for the sentence Mr. Client requests.   

[Only if the government raises a departure policy statement in opposition to this 

requested variance] Part V addresses the Sixth Circuit’s recent position regarding the role of the 

Commission’s policy statements, and concludes that although this Court may consider them, they 

are not relevant to this Court’s consideration of a variance under § 3553(a), and to deny a 

variance on the basis of these policy statements would violate Supreme Court law and the 

governing statutes.   

ARGUMENT 

I. Given the Nature and Circumstances of Mr. Client’s Offense and His History 

 and Characteristics, the Sentence Requested Is Sufficient, But Not Greater Than 

 Necessary, to Satisfy the Purposes of Sentencing. 

  
 In enacting the Sentencing Reform Act, Congress did “not favor[] one purpose of 

sentencing over another,” except that rehabilitation was not to be a reason to impose a sentence 

of incarceration.  See S. Rep. No. 98-225, at 67 (1983).  Rather, “each of the four stated purposes 

should be considered in imposing sentence in a particular case,” and “one purpose of sentencing 

may have more bearing on the imposition of sentence in a particular case than another purpose 
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has.”  Id. at 68.  In choosing what kind of sentence to impose, the court “must consider” all of the 

purposes and factors set forth in § 3553(a).  Id. at 119.  “Whether [imprisonment] should be 

imposed when authorized is a question to be resolved after balancing all the relevant 

considerations.”  Id.; see also United States v. Bridgewater, 479 F.3d 439, 442 (6th Cir. 2007) 

(“often one or two [purposes] prevail, while others pale”).   

Here, all of the purposes of sentencing point in the same direction.  Mr. Client’s offense 

is less serious than the offenses Congress had in mind, and Mr. Client is not the dangerous 

offender Congress envisioned.  Incarceration is not necessary to protect the public, and would be 

a particularly harsh punishment for Mr. Client, who is 69 years old and suffers from serious 

health problems that are highly unlikely to be adequately treated in prison, and is unable to 

protect himself against any violence that might befall him.   Mr. Client’s age, family 

circumstances, education and employment history point to a very low risk of further offending.  

As a sex offender who has successfully completed cognitive behavioral therapy, his already very 

low likelihood of reoffending is even further reduced.  Mr. Client is needed to care for his wife, 

who, because of her physical impairments, cannot safely be alone for any period of time.  Any 

medical or mental health treatment Mr. Client will yet require is best received outside of prison.    

A.  Need for Just Punishment in Light of the Seriousness of the Offense, 18  

  U.S.C. § 3553(a)(2)(A)     
 

   1. Seriousness of the offense 

 

 Congress’s actions with respect to the child pornography guideline have stemmed in large 

part from the belief that those who view child pornography are actually child molestors.2  Under 

                                                 
2 See 137 Cong. Rec. S10323 (July 18, 1991) (Senator Helms) (in support of directing increase to base 
offense level from 10 to 13); id. at H6736, H6738 (Sept. 24, 1991) (Representative Wolf) (same); 141 
Cong. Rec. S5509 (Apr. 6, 1995) (Senator Grassley) (in support of directing additional increase in base 
offense level from 13 to 15); 144 Cong. Rec. S12262 (Oct. 9, 1998) (Senator Hatch) (in support of 
directing expanded reach of “distribution” enhancement); 149 Cong. Rec. S5126 (Apr. 10, 2003) (Senator 
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this view, punishing child pornography possessors serves as a proxy for punishing child sexual 

abusers.  Aside from the lack of evidence to support this belief in general,3 Mr. Client has not 

been convicted of sexually abusing a child, has not in fact sexually abused a child, and is at no 

risk of harming a child.   See Report of Dr. Psychologist at 4.  This distinguishes Mr. Client from 

the offenders Congress had in mind, and is therefore highly relevant.  See United States v. 

Marshall, __ F. Supp. 2d __, 2012 WL 2510845, at *2 (N.D. Ohio June 29, 2012) (rejecting 

presumption that “those who view child pornography are indistinguishable from those who 

actually abuse children,” finding instead that the “[e]mpirical data strongly suggests that viewing 

child pornography does not equate to child molestation”); United States v. Kelly, __ F. Supp. 2d 

__, 2012 WL 2367084, at *5 (D.N.M. June 20, 2012) (rejecting government’s argument that 

guideline range is appropriate because of the “chance that [defendant] will molest children in the 

future, or that he has in the past,” as this “speculation is directly contrary to submissions by 

                                                                                                                                                             
Hatch) (in support of Feeney Amendment, which included number-of-images enhancement); see also 

generally Child Pornography Prevention Act of 2006, Pub. L. No. 104-208, § 121, 110 Stat. 3009, 3009-
26 (1996); S. Rep. No. 108-2, at 3 (2003); S. Rep. No. 104-358, at 12-14 (1996); USSG app. C, amend. 
592 (Nov. 1, 2000). 
 
3 At the detention hearing, the government contended that there is a “high incidence of previously 
undisclosed contact offenses against children,” citing the “Butner study.”  However, one of the Butner 
study’s authors has since recanted, stating that “the argument that the majority of [child pornography] 
offenders are indeed contact sexual offenders and, therefore, dangerous predators . . . simply is not 
supported by the scientific evidence.”  Andres E. Hernandez, Psychological and Behavioral 

Characteristics of Child Pornography Offenders in Treatment, at 4 (2009), http://www.iprc.unc.edu 
/G8/Hernandez_position_paper_Global_Symposium.pdf.  And the study has been thoroughly discredited 
by others.  See Melissa Hamilton, The Child Pornography Crusade and its Net Widening Effect, 33 
Cardozo L. Rev. 1679, 1703-10 (2012); Written Statement of Richard Wollert, Ph.D. before the U.S. 
Sent’g. Comm’n, at 10-14, 18 (Feb. 15, 2012); Richard Wollert et al., Federal Internet Child 

Pornography Offenders – Limited Offense Histories and Low Recidivism Rates, in The Sex Offender, 
Volume VII (Barbara K. Schwartz ed, forthcoming 2012); Statement of Heather E. Williams Before the 
U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, Phoenix, Ariz., at 49-51 (Jan. 21, 2010).  A number of courts have rejected the 
Butner study as a basis for punishment, along with the notion that a defendant may be punished based on 
speculation that he might be a child molestor.  See, e.g., United States v. C.R., 792 F. Supp. 2d 343, 375-
76 (E.D.N.Y. 2011); United States v. Phinney, 599 F. Supp. 2d 1037, 1045 n.10 (E.D. Wis. 2009); United 

States v. Johnson, 588 F. Supp. 2d 997, 1005 (S.D. Iowa 2008); see also United States v. Apodaca, 641 
F.3d 1077, 1087 (9th Cir. 2011) (Fletcher, J., concurring).   
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Kelly’s therapist and Kelly’s psychiatrist,” the defendant “has never been accused of hands-on 

abuse,” “empirical testing disproves the fear that the typical child pornography defendant will go 

on to molest children,” and “[a]ny Guideline based on unsupported fears, rather than actual 

evidence, is far more likely to render an unreasonable sentence”); United States v. Cruikshank, 

667 F. Supp. 2d 697, 703 (S.D. W.Va. 2009) (“Rarely able to catch the monsters that create the 

images, society reflexively nominates the consumers of this toxic material as proxies for the 

depraved producers and publishers.”); United States v. Phinney, 599 F. Supp. 2d 1037, 1045 n.10 

(E.D. Wis. 2009) (“[C]ourts should not assume that a defendant has or will commit additional 

crimes without a reliable basis.”); United States v. Grober, 595 F. Supp. 2d 382, 404 (D.N.J. 

2008) (“[T]he Court cannot make [Defendant] a surrogate for the monsters who prey on child 

victims through actual contact.”), aff’d 624 F.3d 592 (3d Cir. 2010).   

  Another primary justification for severely punishing child pornography possessors is that 

they support the market for child pornography and thus encourage the abuse of more children in 

order to create new images.  See 136 Cong. Rec. S4730 (Apr. 20, 1990).  Aside from the 

evidence that disproves this belief in general, see Part IV.A.2, infra, Mr. Client did not pay for or 

trade any images.  Moreover, there is no communication or contact between Lime Wire users:  

Just as Lime Wire did not notify Mr. Client when it shared images from his computer with the 

FBI agent, Lime Wire did not notify the person(s) from whose computer(s) it obtained images it 

sent to Mr. Client.  Indeed, as an FBI agent testified in another case, when law enforcement 

downloads files from Lime Wire, it is not contributing to the global demand for child 

pornography and not causing any new child pornography to be made because the files already 

exist and no financial or other incentive is given.4   

                                                 
4 Tr.of Sent’g Hr’g at 31-32, United States v. Bistline, No. 2:09-cr-00085-JLG-TPK (S.D. Ohio Jan. 7, 2010). 
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 Under these circumstances, where no economic or other incentive was given to anyone to 

create or post more or newer images, there was “no market effect” from Mr. Client’s actions.  

Troy Stabenow, A Method for Careful Study:  A Proposal for Reforming the Child Pornography 

Guidelines, 24 Fed. Sent’g Rep. 108, 124-25 (2011) [Stabenow, A Method for Careful Study].   

 In addition, technology has changed the nature of this offense.  In the past, child 

pornography had to be obtained in a risky and secretive manner for substantial sums of money, 

whereas today, images of child pornography are available for free in the privacy of one’s home, 

with no planning and minimal effort.  As a result, less dangerous people commit this offense than 

was previously the case, even though the guideline range is much higher than it was previously.  

Before widespread dissemination on the Internet, only those bold enough to seek out child 

pornography by contacting suppliers directly or through the mail were able to obtain it.  In 1994 

and 1995, the government prosecuted a total of only 90 defendants convicted of possessing, 

receiving, or distributing child pornography, and only 24% used a computer.  See U.S. Sent’g. 

Comm’n, Report to the Congress: Sex Crimes Against Children 29 (1996) [U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, 

1996 Report].  In 2011, the government prosecuted 1,645 defendants convicted of possessing, 

receiving, or distributing child pornography, and 97.4% used a computer.  U.S. Sent’g. Comm’n, 

Use of Guidelines and Specific Offense Characteristics (2011); U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, 2011 

Sourcebook of Federal Sentencing Statistics, tbl.17.   

 The Internet, by rendering child pornography immediately and anonymously accessible, 

has “facilitate[d]. . . a new kind of crime” that in most cases would not otherwise have been 

committed.  See Andreas Frei et al., Paedophilia on the Internet—A Study of 33 Convicted 

Offenders in the Canton of Lucerne, 135 Swiss Med. Weekly 488, 492 (2005); see also Jérôme 

Endrass et al., The Consumption of Internet Child Pornography and Violent Sex Offending, 9 
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BMC Psychiatry 43, 44 (2009); L. Webb et al., Characteristics of Internet Child Pornography 

Offenders: A Comparison with Child Molesters, 19 Sexual Abuse 449, 450 (2007).  In short, the 

change in technology is relevant, in part, because it means that even as the population of child 

pornography offenders has become less dangerous, punishment has greatly increased.  See 

Richard Wollert, PhD, The Implication of Recidivism Research and Clinical Experience For 

Assessing and Treating Federal Child Pornography Offenders:  Written Testimony Presented to 

the U.S. Sentencing Commission at 4-5 (Feb. 15, 2012).       

 While Mr. Client intentionally accessed and viewed child pornography, see 18 U.S.C. § 

2252(a)(4)(B), he did not knowingly share files.  Any distribution that occurred was the 

automatic result of the Lime Wire program.  As the Federal Trade Commission has explained, 

“[s]ome users may not understand the configuration of the P2P file-sharing software’s ‘shared 

folder’ and may inadvertently share sensitive personal files residing on their hard drives.”  Staff 

Report, Federal Trade Commission, Peer-to-Peer File-Sharing Technology: Consumer 

Protection and Computer Issues 7 (2005).  “Some consumers may distribute [child pornography] 

files unintentionally” because “P2P file-sharing software often is configured so that any file a 

user downloads is automatically made available for redistribution to anyone else using the 

software.”  Id. at 11.  That is what happened here.  “Because of the nature of peer-to-peer file 

sharing programs, a simple possessory crime evolves into a distribution offense as soon as 

someone accesses a shared file.”  United States v. Strayer, 2010 WL 2560466, at *12 (D. Neb. 

June 24, 2010).  

 In determining an appropriate sentence, this Court must consider the sentences available 

by statute.  See 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(3).  Congress set the statutory range of imprisonment for 

Mr. Client’s offense at zero to ten years, and authorized a term of probation.   See 18 U.S.C. § 
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2252(b)(2); 18 USC § 3561(a); 18 USC § 3559(a).  The bottom of Mr. Client’s guideline range 

of 135-168 months before a reduction for acceptance of responsibility exceeds the statutory 

maximum by two years.  Even after a three-level reduction for acceptance of responsibility, the 

top of the guideline range of 97-121 months still exceeds the statutory maximum.  As many 

courts have observed, the child pornography guideline, by enhancing sentences based upon 

factors that are inherent in the crime and thus appear in nearly every case, concentrates offenders 

at or near the statutory maximum and thus fails to meaningfully distinguish more serious 

offenders from less serious offenders.5  As the Sixth Circuit has observed, sentences at or near 

the statutory maximum should be reserved for the “worst possible variation of the crime” 

committed by the most dangerous offender.  See United States v. Aleo, 681 F.3d 290, 302 (6th 

Cir. 2012); cf. United States v. Poynter, 495 F.3d 349, 354 (6th Cir. 2007) (“not all repeat sex 

offenders deserve” to be sentenced at the statutory maximum; “otherwise, Congress would not 

have set a statutory range of 0-60 years”).     

In United States v. Bridgewater, 479 F.3d 439 (6th Cir. 2007), cited by the Sixth Circuit 

in Poynter as the kind of case in which a child pornography possessor would be deserving of the 

statutory maximum, the Sixth Circuit affirmed a 10-year statutory-maximum sentence.  The 

district court had concluded that Bridgewater was “too dangerous” to be “placed on probation 

and sent back into the community.”  Id. at 440.  He took “photographs of [himself] molesting 

young girls who were in [his] care” while running a home for abused and neglected children, 

successfully concealed these offenses and his criminal past from others “despite [his] continued 

proximity to youth in church programs,” and his own son “condemned” him and “questioned his 

remorse and sincerity” in a letter to the court.  Id. at 440-42.  The Sixth Circuit has also given 

                                                 
5 See, e.g., United States v. Durham, 618 F.3d 921, 931 n.7 (8th Cir. 2010); United States v. Dorvee, 616 
F.3d 174, 187 (2d Cir. 2010); United States v. Kelly, 2012 WL 236 7084, at *6-7; United States v. 

Beiermann, 599 F. Supp. 2d 1087, 1105 (N.D. Iowa 2009); Cruikshank, 667 F. Supp. 2d at 702.    
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examples of factors that in general might justify a sentence at or approaching the statutory 

maximum as, for example, fleeing from authorities, failing to accept responsibility, using 

violence, or having prior convictions for of sex offenses with children.  See Aleo, 681 F.3d at 

302; Poynter, 495 F.3d at 354.  

Mr. Client’s conduct and characteristics could not be farther from these, yet his guideline 

range exceeds the statutory maximum.  He has never improperly touched a child, he did not 

knowingly share files, he admitted what he had done as soon as the agents appeared with a 

search warrant, and he has fully accepted responsibility for his offense.  Dr. Psychologist 

concluded that he presents no risk of ever harming a child.  His family reports that this behavior 

was not consistent with his character and believes that he will never engage in that kind of 

behavior again.  Mr. Client is the offender for whom the minimum statutorily authorized 

punishment is reserved.      

 One of the goals of the SRA was to provide for proportionality in punishment among 

offenses of different seriousness.  S. Rep. No. 98-225, at 45-46 (1983).  The child pornography 

guideline fails that goal, as several courts have noted.   See, e.g., United States v. Dorvee, 616 

F.3d 174, 187 (2010); United States v. Beiermann, 599 F. Supp. 2d 1087, 1106 (N.D. Iowa 

2009); Cruikshank, 667 F. Supp. 2d at 702.  A defendant who used a computer to entice a 12-

year-old to engage in illegal sexual activity, but was caught before actually having sex with the 

child, would receive an offense level of 30, see § 2G1.3(a)(3), (b)(3), three levels below Mr. 

Client’s offense level under § 2G2.2.  In order to receive an offense level of 33 as Mr. Client did 

for viewing child pornography, one could, for example, attempt to commit first degree murder, 

see § 2A2.1(a)(1); commit rape resulting in more than serious but less than permanent bodily 

injury, see § 2A3.1(a)(2), (b)(4); hold a person in involuntary servitude for over a year by use of 
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a weapon and cause permanent bodily injury, see § 2H4.1(a)(1), (b)(1), (b)(2), and (b)(3); or rob 

a bank of $800,000, while brandishing a weapon and causing bodily injury, see § 2B3.1(a), 

(b)(1), (b)(2), (b)(7).         

 Mr. Client recognizes the great harm inflicted on the victims depicted in these images.  

He has, as a condition of pretrial release imposed by this Court, participated in weekly treatment 

for one year, and in doing so, has reached a clear understanding of how having others view these 

images negatively impacts the child victims.   

  2. Just punishment   

 The same prison sentence for an older offender amounts to harsher punishment than that 

for a young or middle-aged offender, because the sentence is a greater proportion of an older 

offender’s remaining life and can amount to a life sentence.  See Hannah T.S. Long, The 

“Inequality” of Incarceration, 31 Colum. J. L. & Soc. Probs. 321, 343-44 (1998) (suggesting 

that prison sentences be adjusted for life expectancy due to age and illness).  For example, the 

three-year prison sentence that Brian Gall was facing in his mid-twenties that the district court 

reduced to probation, see Gall, 552 U.S. at 41-45, pales in comparison to a similar sentence for a 

defendant like Mr. Client who is 69 years old and has multiple serious health problems.  

Offenders’ health problems before and during incarceration “accelerate their aging processes to 

an average of 11.5 years older than their chronological ages after age 50.”  U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 

National Institute of Corrections, Correctional Health Care: Addressing the Needs of Elderly, 

Chronically Ill, and Terminally Ill Inmates, at 10 (2004), available at http://www.nicic.org/pubs/ 

2004/018735.pdf.   Offenders who committed their first crime after the age of 50 “have problems 

adjusting to prison since they are new to the environment, which will cause underlying stress and 

probable stress-related health problems,” and they are “easy prey” for more experienced inmates.  
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Id. at 10.  For older prisoners who are unfamiliar with prison culture, “the prison sentence 

represents nothing short of a disaster, a catastrophe, and, in consequence, they are often in a 

psychological state of trauma.”  Elaine Crawley & Richard Sparks, Older Men in Prison: 

Survival, Coping, and Identity, in The Effects of Imprisonment 343, 346-47 (Alison Liebling & 

Shadd Maruna eds., 2005)     

A 69-year-old inmate with Mr. Client’s health problems is likely to suffer greater 

punishment than the average inmate because the Bureau of Prisons often fails to provide 

adequate or even necessary medical treatment.  An audit by the Office of the Inspector General 

found that the Bureau of Prisons often does not provide “required medical services to inmates.”  

U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Office of the Inspector General, Audit Division, The Federal Bureau of 

Prisons’ Efforts to Manage Health Care 32, 34 (2008).6  As one example, an inmate was referred 

to the chronic care clinic upon intake, but was not seen until five months later, and although an 

EKG performed at that time showed abnormal results, the results were not reviewed by a doctor 

until two days later, the day the inmate died of a heart attack.  Id. at 33.  Preventive services are 

often not provided, chronic conditions (such as high blood pressure) and medication side effects 

are often not monitored, and unqualified persons are providing services.  Id. at ii-xx, 32-34, 51-

52.   

Mr. Client is partially paralyzed on the left side of his face, and his motor control of his 

left arm and leg is impaired.  His cardiac condition is unstable.  A sex offender who is too elderly 

and infirm to defend himself may face the harshest possible consequences.  One judge recently 

reported:  “The last defendant this Court was required to sentence to the mandatory five-year 

prison term for receipt of child pornography, a 72–year old retired attorney, was beaten to death 

within days of arriving at the federal penitentiary.”  Kelly, 2012 WL 236 7084, at *2 n.1. 

                                                 
6 Available at http://www.justice.gov/oig/reports/BOP/a0808/final.pdf. 
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Mr. Client must register as a sex offender, with the publication of that information to the 

community and his friends and neighbors.  As several courts have recognized, collateral 

consequences of conviction, such as registration as a sex offender, are relevant to the “need” for 

the sentence imposed to reflect just punishment.  See, e.g., United States v. Garate, 543 F.3d 

1026, 1028 (8th Cir. 2008) (on remand from the Supreme Court for reconsideration in light of 

Gall, overruling its prior holding that it was inappropriate for the district court to consider the 

lasting effects of being required to register as a sex offender); United States v. Pauley, 511 F.3d 

468, 474-75 (4th Cir. 2007) (in a case involving a conviction for possession of child pornography 

after Gall, affirming the district court’s finding that the defendant “warranted a lower sentence 

because he lost his teaching certificate and his state pension as a result of his conduct,” because 

“[c]onsideration of these facts is consistent with § 3553(a)’s directive that the sentence reflect the 

need for just punishment,” id. § 3553(a)(2)(A), and “adequate deterrence,” id. § 3553(a)(2)(B)); 

United States v. Gardellini, 545 F.3d 1089 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (affirming below-guideline sentence 

based in part on court’s findings that defendant suffered substantial mental and personal stress as 

a result of his prosecution, because the court’s findings “were directly relevant to the § 3553(a) 

analysis, which requires sentences to reflect, among other things, “the history and characteristics 

of the defendant,” the need to “protect the public from further crimes of the defendant,” the need 

to “provide just punishment for the offense,” and the need to “afford adequate deterrence”).   

To the extent that the Sixth Circuit has suggested that the requirement that a defendant 

register as a sex offender is not relevant in reflecting just punishment, see United States v. 

Bistline, 665 F.3d 758, 765 (6th Cir. 2012) (rejecting district court’s reliance on collateral 

consequence because it is not a consequence of the sentence, but of the conviction), Mr. Client 

hereby objects.      
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 B. Need for Adequate Deterrence, 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(2)(B)  

The empirical evidence is unanimous that there is no relationship between sentence 

length and general or specific deterrence, regardless of the type of crime.  See Andrew von 

Hirsch et al., Criminal Deterrence and Sentence Severity: An Analysis of Recent Research 

(1999) (concluding that “correlations between sentence severity and crime rates . . . were not 

sufficient to achieve statistical significance,” and that “the studies reviewed do not provide a 

basis for inferring that increasing the severity of sentences generally is capable of enhancing 

deterrent effects”); Michael Tonry, Purposes and Functions of Sentencing, 34 Crime and Justice: 

A Review of Research 28-29 (2006) (“[I]ncreases in severity of punishments do not yield 

significant (if any) marginal deterrent effects. . . . Three National Academy of Science panels, all 

appointed by Republican presidents, reached that conclusion, as has every major survey of the 

evidence.”); David Weisburd et al., Specific Deterrence in a Sample of Offenders Convicted of 

White-Collar Crimes, 33 Criminology 587 (1995) (finding no difference in deterrence for white 

collar offenders between probation and imprisonment); Donald P. Green & Daniel Winik, Using 

Random Judge Assignments to Estimate the Effects of Incarceration and Probation on 

Recidivism among Drug Offenders, 48 Criminology 357 (2010) (study of over a thousand 

offenders whose sentences varied substantially in prison time and probation found that such 

variations “have no detectable effect on rates of re-arrest,” and that “[t]hose assigned by chance 

to receive prison time and their counterparts who received no prison time were re-arrested at 

similar rates over a four-year time frame”).   

The Sentencing Commission has found that “[t]here is no correlation between recidivism 

and guidelines’ offense level. . . . While surprising at first glance, this finding should be 

expected.  The guidelines’ offense level is not intended or designed to predict recidivism.”  U.S. 
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Sent’g Comm’n, Measuring Recidivism:  The Criminal History Computation of the Federal 

Sentencing Guidelines, at 15 (2004) [“U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, Measuring Recidivism”].  See also 

Part IV.A.3, infra.  And according to “the best available evidence, . . . prisons do not reduce 

recidivism more than noncustodial sanctions.”  Francis T. Cullen et al., Prisons Do Not Reduce 

Recidivism:  The High Cost of Ignoring Science, 91 Prison J. 48S, 50S-51S (2011).   

Nor does lengthy imprisonment of child pornography possessors have any deterrent or 

preventive effect on the production or dissemination of child pornography.  As explained further 

in Part IV.A.2, infra, this is in part because the production and dissemination of child 

pornography is a widespread, international problem.  There is no evidence “remotely supporting 

the notion that harsher punishment would reduce the flow of child pornography on the Internet.”  

Beiermann, 599 F. Supp. 2d at 1103; id. at 1103-04 (“[W]e cannot sentence Internet users and 

sharers of child pornography fast enough or long enough to make a dent in the availability of 

such material on the Internet,” and while deterrence is a “laudable” goal, it “is not being 

achieved according to any empirical or other evidence in this case or, for that matter, empirical 

evidence in any other case or source that I am aware of.”).   

 C. Need for Incapacitation, 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(2)(C)  

A primary assumption underlying Congress’s actions with respect to the child 

pornography guideline has been that possessors of child pornography are likely to sexually abuse 

children.7  This belief is contrary to the empirical research in general, and is unjustified based on 

the evidence in this case.      

Current empirical research demonstrates that “first-time child pornography possession 

only offenders appear to be very low risk of sexual recidivism [of any kind], in contrast to those 

                                                 
7 See note 2, supra, and Part IV.A.1, infra.    
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with any prior or concurrent criminal convictions or those who engage in other sexual offending 

(e.g., attempted or actual contacts with a child, production of child pornography),” Written 

Statement of Michael C. Seto, Ph.D., C. Psych. before the U.S. Sent’g. Comm’n at 4 (Feb. 15, 

2012),8 and “online offenders who had no history of contact offenses almost never committed 

contact sexual offenses.”  Michael C. Seto et al., Contact Sexual Offending by Men With Online 

Sexual Offenses, 23 Sexual Abuse 124, 137 (2011); see also Written Statement of Richard 

Wollert, Ph.D. before the U.S. Sent’g. Comm’n, at 14-17, 21-22 (Feb. 15, 2012) (reporting that 

in his study of 72 federal child pornography offenders under supervision, including three 

production offenders, with varying criminal histories, two were arrested for possessing child 

pornography and none were arrested for a contact offense within four years);9 Helen Wakeling et 

al., Comparing the Validity of the RM 2000 Scales and OGRS3 for Predicting Recidivism by 

Internet Sexual Offenders, 23 Sexual Abuse: J. Res. & Treatment 146, 164 (2011) (child 

pornography offenders “do not, as a group, present a significant risk of escalation to contact 

sexual offenses.”); Jérôme Endrass et al., The Consumption of Internet Child Pornography and 

Violent Sex Offending, 9 BMC Psychiatry 43 (2009) (study that followed 231 child pornography 

offenders for six years after initial offenses found that only two offenders (0.8%) committed a 

contact offense, and only nine offenders (3.9%) committed a non-contact sexual offense, and 

concluded that “the consumption of child pornography alone does not seem to represent a risk 

factor for committing hands-on sex offenses . . . at least not in those subjects without prior 

convictions for hands-on sex offenses”); Michael C. Seto & Angela W. Eke, The Criminal 

Histories and Later Offending of Child Pornography Offenders, 17 Sexual Abuse 201, 207-08 & 

                                                 
8 Available at http://www.ussc.gov/Legislative_and_Public_Affairs/Public_Hearings_and_Meetings/ 
20120215-16/Testimony_15_Seto.pdf.     
 
9 Available at http://www.ussc.gov/Legislative_and_Public_Affairs/Public_Hearings_and_Meetings/ 
20120215-16/Testimony_15_Wollert_2.pdf. 
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tbl.III (2005) (finding that 1.3% of those who had committed child pornography offending only 

recidivated with contact sex offenses; “our finding does contradict the assumption that all child 

pornography offenders are at very high risk to commit contact sexual offenses involving 

children.”); L. Webb et al., Characteristics of Internet Child Pornography Offenders: A 

Comparison with Child Molesters, 19 Sexual Abuse 449, 463 (2007) (finding Internet-only 

offenders “significantly less likely to fail in the community than child molesters,” and 

concluding that “by far the largest subgroup of internet offenders would appear to pose a very 

low risk of sexual recidivism”).   As one district court recently put it, “the empirical literature [] 

generally concludes that there is little—if any—evidence of a direct correlation between viewing 

child pornography and the viewer’s commission of ‘contact’ sexual offenses.”  Marshall, 2012 

WL 2510845, at *2. 

 Not only are child pornography offenders at low risk to re-offend in general, but “on the 

STATIC-99, Mr. Client scored in the lowest risk category,” and had “no risk factors among the 

20 factors” in the Sexual Violence Risk-20 test.  Report of Dr. Psychologist at 5.  There is no 

evidence that Mr. Client has an antisocial personality, indicating that his “risk of sexual violence 

is low.”  Id. at 3.  Dr. Psychologist concluded that Mr. Client “does not pose any physical danger 

to children,” and is “highly unlikely” “to repeat the offense, or engage in similar activities.”   Id. 

at 5. 

Indeed, Mr. Client’s history and characteristics make him a very low risk to re-offend.  

According to the Commission, recidivism rates in general (defined to include technical 

supervised release violations) “decline relatively consistently as age increases,” from 35.5% for 

offenders under age 21, down to 12.7% for offenders age 41 to 50, and down to 9.5% for 

offenders over age 50.  U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, Measuring Recidivism at 12 & Exh.9.  For sex 
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offenders, too, recidivism declines with age, and only a very few child sex offenders recidivate 

after age 60.  See R.K. Hanson, Recidivism and Age: Follow-up Data from 4,673 Sexual 

Offenders, 17 J. Interpers. Violence 1046, 1054 (2002).  “The only factors found relevant to 

sentencing decisions that also affected the likelihood of recidivism were age and marriage.  The 

finding that age reduced the likelihood of committing subsequent offenses is consistent with the 

body of research that finds that offenders ‘age out’ of crime.  The finding that marriage has a 

significant effect on recidivism also is consistent with other research which has found that 

marriage is associated with lower crime rates.”  Tina L. Freiburger & Brian M. Iannacchione, An 

Examination of the Effect of Imprisonment on Recidivism, 24 Crim. Just. Stud. 369, 377 (2011).  

The cost of incarcerating prisoners age 50 and older has been estimated to be two to four times 

that of the general inmate population.10  “In addition to the economic costs of keeping older 

prisoners incarcerated, it is important to consider whether the infringement upon the liberty 

interest of an older prisoner who is no longer dangerous is justified.”11  

The Commission’s research also demonstrates that employment, education, and family 

ties and responsibilities all predict reduced recidivism, see U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, Measuring 

Recidivism at 12-13 & Ex. 10; U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, Recidivism and the “First Offender” 8 

(2004), as does substantial other research.12  For sex offenders, cognitive behavioral therapy 

                                                 
10 U.S. Dep’t of Justice, National Institute of Corrections, Correctional Health Care: Addressing the 

Needs of Elderly, Chronically Ill, and Terminally Ill Inmates, at 11 (2004) (Addressing the Needs of 

Elderly, Chronically Ill, and Terminally Ill Inmates), available athttp://www.nicic.org/pubs/2004/018735. 
pdf; Oklahoma Department of Corrections, Managing Increasing Aging Inmate Populations (Oct. 2008),  
available at http://www.doc.state.ok.us/adminservices/ea/Aging%20White%20Paper.pdf.  
 
11 William E. Adams, The Incarceration of Older Criminals:  Balancing Safety, Cost, and Humanitarian 

Concerns, 19 Nova L. Rev. 465, 466 (1995). 
 
12 See Miles D. Harer, Federal Bureau of Prisons, Office of Research and Evaluation, Recidivism Among 

Federal Prisoners Released in 1987, at 5-6, 54 (1994), http://www.bop.gov/news/research_projects/ 
published_reports/recidivism/oreprrecid87.pdf; Correctional Service Canada, Does Getting Married 

Reduce the Likelihood of Criminality, Forum on Corrections Research, Vol. 7, No. 2 (2005); Robert J. 
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substantially reduces recidivism.  U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Center for Sex Offender Management, 

Understanding Treatment for Adults and Juveniles Who Have Committed Sex Offenses 10 

(2006).   

In short, Mr. Client’s age, long marriage, strong family support, education and gainful 

employment until his retirement, and successful completion of weekly cognitive behavioral 

therapy strongly support the conclusion that he is most unlikely to re-offend.  While a small 

minority of defendants convicted of possessing child pornography may again view child 

pornography and an even smaller minority may molest children, Mr. Client is not one of them.  

The sentence should reflect the fact that Congress’s contrary assumption is unfounded in this 

case.  All of the evidence indicates that Mr. Client will never view child pornography again.  

Supervised release with appropriate conditions is more than sufficient to ensure that he never 

does. 

D. Need for Medical Care and Correctional Treatment in the Most Effective 

Manner, 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(2)(D)  

 

 Mr. Client has successfully completed extensive psychological treatment for the 

underlying problems that led to this offense, and is currently on medication to treat his 

depression.  See Letter of Family Doctor at 1.  Mr. Client, at age 69 and with multiple serious 

health problems, requires medical treatment on an ongoing basis.  His physical and mental health 

problems are unlikely to be even adequately treated in in prison, much less in the most effective 

manner.  See Part I.A.2, supra; Letter of Family Doctor at 2. 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
Sampson & John H. Laub, Crime and Deviance Over Life Course:  The Salience of Adult Social Bonds, 
55 Am. Soc. Rev. 609 (1990); Robert J. Sampson, John H. Laub & Christopher Winer, Does Marriage 

Reduce Crime?  A Counterfactual Approach to Within-Individual Causal Effects, 44 Criminology 465, 
497-500 (2006); Shirley R. Klein et al., Inmate Family Functioning, 46 Int’l J. Offender Therapy & 
Comp. Criminology 95, 99-100 (2002). 
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II.  The Requested Sentence Avoids Unwarranted Disparities and Unwarranted 

Similarities. 

  
This Court must consider the “need to avoid unwarranted sentence disparities among 

defendants with similar records who have been found guilty of similar conduct.”  18 U.S.C. § 

3553(a)(6).  Whether any difference among sentences is warranted or unwarranted depends on 

the individual circumstances of each case and their relationship to the purposes of sentencing.  

“Unwarranted disparity is defined as different treatment of individual offenders who are similar 

in relevant ways, or similar treatment of individual offenders who differ in characteristics that 

are relevant to the purposes of sentencing.”  U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, Fifteen Years of Guidelines 

Sentencing:  An Assessment of How Well the Federal Criminal Justice System Is Achieving the 

Goals of Sentencing Reform 113 (2004).  

As shown above in Part I and below in Part IV, the guideline calculation gives heavy 

weight to factors based on assumptions about the seriousness of the offense and general 

deterrence that are unfounded in general and particularly in this case.  The guideline range fails 

to take into account any of Mr. Client’s characteristics demonstrating that there is no need to 

imprison him to protect the public and that treatment and rehabilitation will be achieved in the 

most effective manner in the community.   In this case, a substantial variance is necessary to 

avoid unwarranted uniformity between Mr. Client and dissimilar defendants who committed 

dissimilar conduct.  See Gall, 552 U.S. at 55 (in imposing a sentence of probation, district court 

appropriately “avoid[ed] unwarranted similarities”). 

This Court must also weigh sentencing practices in other courts against the § 3553(a) 

factors in this case and any unwarranted disparity created by the guideline itself.  Kimbrough, 
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552 U.S. at 108.  The data show that a sentence of one day in custody, a significant period of 

home confinement, and supervised release for ten years would not create unwarranted disparity.   

In fiscal year 2011, only 32.8% of defendants sentenced under § 2G2.2 nationwide 

received a sentence within the guideline range, and 65.6% were below the range.  Judges 

imposed below-range sentences in 48.1% of cases without a government motion, in 14.6% of 

cases based on a government motion for a variance, and in 3% of cases based on a government 

motion under § 5K1.1.  See U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, 2011 Sourcebook of Federal Sentencing 

Statistics, tbl.28.  In contrast, the average rate of below-range sentences without a government 

motion in all cases was only 17.4% and the government sought variances in only 4.4% of all 

cases.  Id., tbl.N.  

In fiscal year 2011, forty-seven defendants sentenced under § 2G2.2 nationwide received 

no imprisonment or a term of imprisonment no more than six months, and forty-four of these 

defendants were in Criminal History Category I like Mr. Client.  See Placement of Sentences 

Under U.S.S.G. §2G2.2 – FY 2011 at 4, http://www.fd.org/docs/select-topics---sentencing/ 

placement-of-sentences-under-u-s-s-g-2g2-2---fy-2011.pdf?sfvrsn=4.  Of those forty-four 

defendants in Criminal History Category I, four had an offense level (unadjusted for acceptance 

of responsibility) of 33 (like Mr. Client) or more.  Id. at 5.  

In the Sixth Circuit in fiscal year 2011, 71.7% of defendants sentenced under § 2G2.2 in 

Criminal History Category I were sentenced below the guideline range, 53.8% without a 

government motion and 17.9% with a government motion.  Appendix 1, tbl.1.  No defendant in 

Criminal History Category I with the same four enhancements as Mr. Client was sentenced 

within the range; 71.4% (five of seven) received a sentence below the range without a 

government motion, and 28.6% (two of seven) received a sentence below the range with a 
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government motion.  Id. tbl.2.  Of the 146 defendants in Criminal History Category I (including 

those subject to the 5-year mandatory minimum for receipt or distribution), seven defendants 

were sentenced to no imprisonment or imprisonment up to 6 months. Id. tbl.3.  Of all defendants 

in all criminal history categories convicted of the sale, distribution, transportation, shipment, 

receipt, or possession of child pornography, 5.5% received a sentence of straight probation, 

probation including home confinement, or a split sentence.  Appendix 2, tbl.1.    

Finally, 57.1% of defendants sentenced under § 2G2.2 in the Eastern District of Michigan 

in fiscal year 2011 received a sentence below the guideline range without a government motion, 

20.0% received a sentence below the guideline range with a government motion, and only 22.9% 

received a sentence within the guideline range.  Id. tbl.2. 

III. The Sentence Requested Meets the Purposes of Sentencing Under the 

Circumstances in this Case and Is Consistent with Recent Sixth Circuit Law. 

  
 This Court is required to consider “the kinds of sentences available” by statute.  18 

U.S.C. § 3553(a)(3).  Congress has provided for a range of sentences, from a term of probation 

of one to five years to 10 years’ imprisonment, and if a term of imprisonment is imposed, has 

authorized a term of supervised release of at least five years and at most life.  See 18 U.S.C. §§ 

2252(a)(4)(B), (b)(2), 3583(k).  “Congress thus not only envisioned, but accepted, the possibility 

that some defendants found guilty of that subsection of the statute would receive no jail time at 

all.”  United States v. Husein, 478 F.3d 318, 332 (6th Cir. 2007) (upholding sentence of one day 

in prison followed by three years’ supervised release where statutory range for drug trafficking 

was 0-20 years).   

 The Sixth Circuit recently indicated that a sentence of one day in custody, a significant 

period of home confinement, and ten years of supervised release with conditions would be a 

sufficient sentence in this case.   In United States v. Robinson, 669 F.3d 767 (6th Cir. 2012), the 
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defendant possessed 7,100 images, including images of torture and bondage, and the guideline 

range was 78-97 months.  The judge varied downward based on Robinson’s individualized 

circumstances, which included his older age (43) and a “debilitating back condition,” and 

imposed a sentence of one day in prison and five years’ supervised release, without any period of 

home confinement.  Id. at 772, 775.  Although the Sixth Circuit reversed the sentence as 

substantively unreasonable, its analysis indicates that if the court had imposed a period of home 

confinement of 12 or 18 months, the sentence would have been sufficient.   First, it said that the 

sentence would not deter others because it was “devoid of any significant period of incarceration, 

home confinement, or substantial fine.”  Second, in discussing the need to avoid unwarranted 

disparities, it distinguished the sentence imposed in Robinson’s case from two other one-day 

sentences it had previously affirmed, see United States v. Stall, 581 F.3d 276 (6th Cir. 2009), and 

United States v. Prisel, 316 F. App’x 377 (6th Cir. 2008), on the ground that those sentences 

included a significant fine or period of home detention.  Id. at 779.  

 In Stall, the defendant had only 18 images at the time of his arrest, but he had 

downloaded, viewed, then deleted an unknown number of images over a period of at least five 

years.  He received the enhancement for images depicting sadistic or masochistic conduct, and 

faced a guideline range of 57-71 months.  581 F.3d at 276.  In light of the evidence and 

arguments made at sentencing, the Sixth Circuit upheld as reasonable the sentence of one day in 

prison, 12 months’ home confinement, 10 years’ supervised release, and a $5,000 fine, 

emphasizing that the defendant was in treatment while monitored on supervised release.   Id. at 

277-78, 283.13  In distinguishing Stall, the court in Robinson described Stall’s sentence as “more 

                                                 
13 The Sixth Circuit in United States v. Bistline said that Stall was decided under plain error review, 665 
F.3d at 768, but this is not correct.  Although the government’s new appellate arguments were rejected 
under plain error review, the Sixth Circuit reviewed the district court’s substantive justifications for abuse 
of discretion and found them adequate.  Stall, 581 F.3d at 283. 
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severe than Robinson’s” because it included a “significant period” of home confinement, and 

emphasized that the district court in Stall “conduct[ed] an extensive analysis of how a [five-year] 

term of supervised release would restrict [the defendant’s] freedom and protect the public and 

explain[ed] why the district court believed this sentence will deter similar offenders and why this 

case warranted a variance.”  Robinson, 669 F.3d at 779 (alterations in original, internal quotation 

marks omitted). 

 In Prisel, the defendant possessed 1,189 images and had paid for videotapes.  Under a 

previous version of the guideline (before the PROTECT Act increases), the applicable guideline 

range was 27-33 months.  316 F. App’x at 379.  Citing a psychological evaluation indicating the 

defendant presented no danger to children, the defendant’s mental and emotional condition, and 

family responsibilities, the district court imposed a sentence of one day in prison, three years’ 

supervised release, 18 months home confinement, and a $6,000 fine.  Id. at 380.  In affirming the 

sentence, the Sixth Circuit emphasized the fact that the sentence included 18 months of home 

detention during the period of supervised release.  Id. at 385-86.  In distinguishing Prisel, the 

court in Robinson said that Prisel’s sentence was “more severe than Robinson’s” because it 

included a “significant period” of home confinement.  Robinson, 660 F.3d at 779.14 

 In addition, although there was no policy disagreement in Robinson, the court of appeals 

acknowledged that there are grounds for a policy disagreement with the child pornography 

guideline.  It said that an enhancement that applies in “almost every case”—such as the computer 

enhancement—is contrary to the purpose of enhancements, which “are meant to increase a 

                                                                                                                                                             
 
14 The court in Robinson said that Prisel was decided under plain error review, Robinson, 669 F.3d at 779, 
but this is not correct. While the court in Prisel rejected some of the government’s new appellate 
arguments under plain error review, it ultimately reviewed the sentence imposed for abuse of discretion:  
“[T]aking into account the totality of the circumstances, . . . we conclude that the district court did not 
abuse its discretion in departing downward 27 months from the advisory Guidelines range.” Prisel, 316 F. 
App’x at 388. 
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sentence for conduct more aggravated than the typical type of offense,” and that as a result, 

§ 2G2.2 is “an anomaly.”  Id. at 778.  Regarding the number-of-images enhancement, it said that 

“in the computer age, [it] ha[s] some doubt that the number of pictures alone captures the gravity 

of the crime of possession of child pornography.”   It recognized that “quantifiable 

measurements”—like the amount of drugs in a drug case, the amount of loss in a fraud case, and 

the number of images in a child pornography case—may overstate the seriousness of the offense.  

Id. at 778 & n.3.  In particular, it suggested that the number-of-images enhancement overstates 

the gravity of the offense for those who share files but do not necessarily know the number of 

images to be received, and results in unwarranted disparities because it applies to those who 

view, trade, and save a large number of files while ignoring those who view, trade, and delete the 

same number.  Id. at 778-79.  It said the enhancement more appropriately applies to a defendant 

who “acquired a large number of images” “over a long period of time” and who “paid money” 

for images.  Id.   

 These cases make clear that the requested sentence is sufficient.  Here, Mr. Client did not 

pay for, trade, or knowingly share any images.  Though Stall had fewer images on his computer, 

he viewed many more then deleted them for at least five years.  Mr. Client viewed child 

pornography for no more than two years.  Mr. Client had fewer images than Prisel, and like 

Prisel, presents no danger to children.  Unlike Robinson, who was 43 years old and suffered only 

from back pain, Mr. Client is 69 years old and suffers from multiple serious medical problems.  

He has had a stroke and radical surgery for prostate cancer, which could recur.  He has coronary 

heart disease and high blood pressure, and his cardiac condition is unstable.  He lacks full motor 

control of his left arm and leg, and takes multiple medications daily.   In addition, unlike 
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Robinson, Mr. Client is the primary caretaker of his wife, who is 65 years old, suffers from 

numerous serious health problems, and cannot live alone.     

 Thus, if adequately justified, a sentence of one day in prison, a significant period of home 

detention, and ten years of supervised release with special conditions should be upheld by the 

Sixth Circuit.    

IV. The Guideline Rests on Congressional Assumptions That Are Contrary to 

Empirical Evidence and Commission Action Unsupported By Empirical Evidence, 

and Recommends a Sentence That Is Greater than Necessary to Serve the Purposes 

of Sentencing or Any Other Sound Policy Goal.   

 
 In the time since the guideline for possession of child pornography was first promulgated, 

the offense level applicable to Mr. Client’s offense before acceptance of responsibility has risen 

by 21 levels, from 12 to 33, and the applicable range has risen from 6-12 months to 97-121 

months, an increase of more than 1,600%.    

Effect on Mr. Client’s Guideline Range Over Time 

 

Past Practice  Not a crime 
 

1991 – Original Guideline  
§ 2G2.4 

 10   Base Offense Level 
2     Prepubescent minor 
-2    Acceptance of responsibility 
10   6-12 months 

 

1991 Amendments 
§ 2G2.4 

13   Base Offense Level 
2    Prepubescent minor 
 2    10 or more items 
-2   Acceptance of responsibility 
15   18-24 months 

 

1996 Amendments 
§ 2G2.4 

15   Base Offense Level 
2    Prepubescent minor 
2    10 or more items 
2    Possession as a result of computer use 
-3    Acceptance of responsibility 
18   27-33 months 
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2003 Amendments 
§ 2G2.4 

15   Base Offense Level 
2    Prepubescent minor 
2    10 or more items 
4    Sadistic or masochistic conduct 
2    Possession as a result of computer use 
5    More than 600 images 
-3    Acceptance of responsibility 
27   70-87 months 

 

2004 Amendments 
§ 2G2.2 

18   Base Offense Level 
2    Prepubescent minor 
2    Distribution 
4    Sadistic or masochistic conduct 
2    Use of computer for the possession of the material 
5    More than 600 images 
-3    Acceptance of responsibility 
30   97-121 months 

 

Most of this massive increase was mandated by Congress.  Under the Sixth Circuit’s 

decision in Bistline, with respect to enhancements mandated by Congress, this Court must refute 

Congress’s reasons, whether “empirical” or “value judgments,” “in terms that are persuasive on 

policy grounds.”  665 F.3d at 763, 764.  With respect to enhancements adopted by the 

Commission without a congressional mandate and without empirical grounds, the guideline is 

vulnerable precisely on that ground.  Id. at 764.    

In Kimbrough, the Supreme Court addressed the crack guidelines, which were not 

directly mandated by Congress but which the Commission based on congressional policy, and 

refuted Congress’s reasons for its policy.  552 U.S. at 94-99.  Likewise, Congress, in dictating 

much of the content of § 2G2.2, relied on “assumptions . . . that more recent research and data no 

longer support.”  552 U.S. at 97.  In other respects, the Commission adopted enhancements 

without a congressional mandate and without empirical grounds.  Analogous to the 

Commission’s later “regret” over having based the crack guideline on the mandatory minimum 

statute, 665 F.3d at 763, the Commission has expressed objections to some of Congress’s 
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directives, and is currently preparing a report that is expected to recommend ameliorating 

changes to the child pornography guideline.  See U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, The History of the Child 

Pornography Guidelines at 1 n.4, 8 (2009) [U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, History].   

Meanwhile, the Sixth Circuit’s account of Congress’s reasons in Bistline is incomplete 

and in part inapposite.  It cited two sources for the “grounds” of congressional action in raising 

offense levels under § 2G2.2:  (1) a directive to the Commission set forth in Pub. L. No. 108-21, 

§ 513(c) (2003), and (2) an observation by the Commission that “Congress has demonstrated its 

continued interest in deterring and punishing child pornography offenses.”  665 F.3d at 764.  

The directive cited by the court in Bistline is not relevant to the guideline range in this 

case.  It stated that the “Commission shall review and, as appropriate, amend the Federal 

Sentencing Guidelines and policy statements to ensure that the guidelines are adequate to deter 

and punish conduct that involves a violation of” 18 U.S.C. § 2252A(a)(3)(B), which criminalized 

pandering, “or” 18 U.S.C. § 2252A(a)(6), which criminalized distribution of child pornography 

to a minor for purposes of inducing the minor to participate in illegal activity.  Pub. L. No. 108-

21, § 513(c) (2003).  Mr. Client was not convicted of either offense, and the directive had no 

effect on his guideline range.  The Commission’s general observation that Congress was 

interested in deterring and punishing child pornography offenses will be addressed below in 

connection with its reasons for directives that affected the guideline range in this case.     

In order to assist this Court in refuting Congress’s reasons, the history of the child 

pornography guideline as it affected Mr. Client’s guideline range is set forth in Appendix 3. 

A. Current Evidence Refutes Congress’s Reasons for Increasing Penalties. 

 
 As set forth in Appendix 3, Congress directed the Commission to take four actions 

relevant to Mr. Client’s guideline calculation:  (1) increase the base offense level from 10 to 13 
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in 1991; (2) increase the base offense level from 13 to 15 in 1995; (3) expand the definition of 

“distribution” to include “non-pecuniary interest”; and (4) add the 2-level enhancement for use 

of a computer.  Congress itself added the 4-level enhancement for materials depicting sadistic or 

masochistic conduct and the number-of-images table, which included the 5-level enhancement 

for 600 or more images.   

 Congress did not make formal findings in support of any of these actions, but its reasons 

can be gleaned from the legislative history.  This history suggests that Congress acted on three 

primary beliefs:  (1) child pornography possessors are pedophiles who use pornography to 

sexually abuse children; (2) increasing penalties for possessors will dry up the market and 

thereby prevent the sexual abuse of children by removing the market incentive for those who 

abuse children for the purpose of producing new images; and (3) severe penalties will deter 

others from possessing child pornography.  Each belief is based on assumptions that current 

empirical evidence refutes.     

 1. The belief that child pornography possessors are pedophiles who use 

 pornography to molest children 

 
 When it directed the Commission in 1991 to increase the base offense level from 10 to 

13, Congress acted on the belief that those who possess child pornography are actually predatory 

child molesters who use pornography to desensitize, lure, entice, or coerce children to be 

sexually abused.  See, e.g., 137 Cong. Rec. S10323 (July 18, 1991) (Senator Helms) (stating that 

“child pornography plays a central role in child molestations by pedophiles” and is “directly 

connected to child molestation,” citing a congressional commission report stating that pedophiles 

use child pornography to “lower a child’s inhibitions in order to sexually abuse the child”); id. at 

H6736, H6738 (Sept. 24, 1991) (Representative Wolf) (“[T]hose who receive child pornography 

through the mails are often also involved in the actual sexual abuse of children – or at the very 
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least meet the psychological profile of those likely to engage in molesting children.”).  When 

Congress directed the Commission in 1995 to increase the base offense level from 13 to 15, its 

discussion focused on “predatory pedophiles [who] sell, purchase and swap” child pornography 

to “satisfy prurient desire.”  141 Cong. Rec. S5509 (Apr. 6, 1995) (Senator Grassley).  When it 

directed the Commission to define “distribution” to include distribution for “a nonpecuniary 

interest,” Congress focused on stalkers and abductors who use child pornography to “lower the 

inhibitions of potential targets.” 144 Cong. Rec. S12262 (Oct. 9, 1998) (Senator Hatch).  And 

while there was never any direct discussion in Congress of the enhancements for material 

depicting sadistic or masochistic conduct or the number-of-images table, Congress referred to 

child pornography as a “tool used by pedophiles to break down the inhibitions of children” and 

“act out their perverse sexual fantasies” in support of the Feeney Amendment, which added these 

enhancements.  See 149 Cong. Rec. S5126 (Apr. 10, 2003) (Senator Hatch). Under this view, 

punishing child pornography possessors serves as a proxy for punishing child sexual abusers.  

  However, as explained in Part I.A.1, supra, this belief is not supported by current 

research.  In brief, “the evidence to date strongly and rather consistently shows that child 

pornography consumption itself does not represent a risk factor for contact sexual crimes.”  

Melissa Hamilton, The Child Pornography Crusade and Its Net-Widening Effect, 33 Cardozo L. 

Rev. 1679, 1723-24 (2012) [Hamilton, Child Pornography Crusade].  Instead, “multiple studies 

show that child pornography offenders are at a much lower risk for contact sexual offending than 

previously known contact offenders.”  Id. at 1723.  Moreover, studies show that a finding of 

pedophilia “is not synonymous with either contact sexual abuse or child pornography.”  Id. at 

1715.  The “Butner study,” cited by Senator Hatch in support of the Feeney Amendment, has 

since been thoroughly discredited and rejected as a basis for punishment.  See note 3, supra.  
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 Mr. Client has not been convicted of sexually abusing a child, has not in fact sexually 

abused a child, and is at no risk of harming a child.  This distinguishes Mr. Client from the 

offenders Congress had in mind.  

 Nor is there any evidence that the nature or number of images possessed bear on the 

likelihood that an offender is a child molestor.  When Congress added the enhancement for 

sadistic or masochistic materials to § 2G2.4 for possession offenses, it simply mirrored the same 

enhancement the Commission had added to § 2G2.2 for trafficking offenses in 1990, which in 

turn mirrored the same enhancement under § 2G3.1, the adult obscenity guideline.  See U.S. 

Sent’g Comm’n, History at 15 n.68.  The § 2G3.1 enhancement, in turn, was not based on 

empirical evidence; indeed, the Commission had proposed eliminating it but retained it for the 

sole reason that the Department of Justice objected to its removal.  U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, 

Working Group on Child Pornography and Obscenity Offenses and Hate Crime 42, 45 (1990).  

Available evidence shows that the level of severity of the images possessed does not correlate to 

an increased risk of committing another child pornography offense or a contact offense.  See 

Jody Osborn et al., The Use of Actuarial Risk Assessment Measures with UK Internet Child 

Pornography Offenders, 2 J. Aggression, Conflict & Peace Res. 16, 19 (2010).    

 The number of images chosen by Congress in its table is arbitrary, and so low that “the 

majority of defendants receive the highest possible enhancement.”  Kelly, 2012 WL 2367084, at 

*6.  With the Internet and programs like Lime Wire, “it takes only marginally more effort to 

collect 10,000 images than it does to collect ten.”  Stabenow, A Method for Careful Study, at 124.  

The Sixth Circuit has recognized that the enhancement may overstate the seriousness of the 

offense, and more appropriately applies to a defendant who “acquired a large number of images” 

“over a long period of time” and who “paid money” for images.  See Robinson, 669 F.3d at 778 
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& n.3.  Thus, not only is the number-of-images enhancement “not linked to any empirical data 

pertaining to sentencing and the purposes of punishment,” see United States v. Schinbeckler, 

2011 WL 4537907, at *6 (N.D. Ind. Sept. 29, 2011), under the Sixth Circuit’s view, it is 

particularly unsuited for those who, like Mr. Client, acquired more than 600 images during a 

relatively short period of time, never paid for or traded images, and did not knowingly save or 

share images.  

 2. The belief that severe punishment for possession will dry up the market 

 and prevent the abuse of children  

 

 In initially criminalizing the possession of child pornography, Congress acted on the view 

that those “who possess and view” child pornography represent the “market” for the production 

of child pornography, and that punishing child pornography possessors will dry up the market 

and thereby reduce demand for the abuse of children in order to produce child pornography.  136 

Cong. Rec. S4730 (Apr. 20, 1990) (Senator Thurmond).  It relied on this same view when it 

directed the Commission to increase the base offense level in 1991.  See 137 Cong. Rec. S10323 

(July 18, 1991) (Senator Helms) (“[W]e must increase the sentencing levels for child porn if we 

want to stop child molestations and put a dent in the child porn trade.”).15  And when it directed 

the Commission to add the 2-level enhancement for use of a computer, Congress was concerned 

with deterring the online distribution and trade of child pornography. 141 Cong. Rec. S5509 

(Apr. 6, 1995) (Senator Hatch) (purpose was to “increase[e] penalties for the use of computers in 

connection with the distribution of child pornography,” in part to “ensure that [the information 

super] highway is not littered with the debris of child pornography”); see also id. (Senator 

                                                 
15The Sixth Circuit has also indirectly relied on this view when it found “inexplicable” a district court’s 
assessment that a higher sentence in a very similar case will not advance the goal of general deterrence. 
See Bistline, 665 F.3d at 767 (citing United States v. Camiscione, 591 F.3d 823, 834 (6th Cir. 2010), 
which in turn relied on the Seventh Circuit’s view that “[t]he logic of deterrence suggests that the lighter 
the punishment for downloading and uploading child pornography, the greater the customer demand for it 
and so the more will be produced”)). 
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Grassley) (purpose was to “discourage child pornographers from using computers to trade in 

child pornography”).    

 But Congress was mistaken.  The production, trading, and viewing of child pornography 

takes place in a global market that cannot be significantly impacted by severe penalties in the 

United States.  Many countries do not have laws aimed at child pornography, and of those that 

do, many do not criminalize the possession of child pornography.  John Carr, Commonwealth 

Internet Governance Forum, A Joint Report on Online Child Protection Combatting Child 

Pornography on the Internet 19 (2010).  As a result, there is a large, international legal market 

for child pornography that exists whether Mr. Client is incarcerated for one day or ten years.  

This market is not organized, but is mostly comprised of amateur collectors who can freely and 

easily obtain images, increasingly via peer-to-peer networks, see United Nations Office on Drugs 

and Crime, The Globalization of Crime:  A Transnational Organized Crime Threat Assessment 

13 (2010) [“UNDOC, Globalization of Crime”], and thus does not operate by the ordinary rules 

of supply and demand.   In this context, severe punishment of a marginal consumer can have 

little impact on the proliferation of child pornography on the Internet.   

Moreover, while Congress was concerned that computers would make it easy for 

dangerous offenders to disseminate and trade images, it did not tailor the computer enhancement 

to meet that concern.  Instead, it required the Commission increase penalties for those who are 

not dangerous and who did not use the computer in the ways Congress imagined.  The 

Commission has recognized that the enhancement sweeps too broadly and indicated that the use 

of a computer might appropriately be considered an aggravating factor only when it was used to 

widely disseminate pornography or to make it accessible to children.  See U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, 

1996 Report, at 28-30 & n.23; see also Dorvee, 616 F.3d at 95 (recognizing the Commission’s 
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criticism); Phinney, 599 F. Supp. 2d at 1042 (“[S]ome computer users are more harmful than 

others, yet the enhancement provided no distinction.”).   Here, Mr. Client did not use his 

computer to trade or knowingly disseminate images, or to make images accessible to children.  

He is not the offender Congress had in mind. 

 Most important, there is no empirical evidence to support the assumption that children are 

abused for the sole or primary purpose of creating child pornography for dissemination.  

UNDOC, Globalization of Crime at 214 (“[I]n most cases, the images are generated as a result of 

the abuse, rather than the abuse being perpetrated for the purpose of selling images.”); see also 

Janis Wolak et al., Arrests for Child Pornography Production:  Data at Two Time Points from a 

National Sample of U.S. Law Enforcement Agencies, 16 Child Maltreatment 184, 192-93 (2011) 

(The data “suggest that online distribution often was not a motivation for [child pornography] 

production.”).  Even Congress has since recognized that “the production of child pornography is 

a byproduct of, and not the primary reason for, the sexual abuse of children.”  Pub. L. No. 108-

21, § 501 (2003).     

Accordingly, several courts have found that there is no evidence “remotely supporting the 

notion that harsher punishment would reduce the flow of child pornography on the Internet.”  

Beiermann, 599 F. Supp. 2d at 1103; id. at 1103-04 (noting that while deterrence is a “laudable” 

goal, it “is not being achieved according to any empirical or other evidence in this case or, for 

that matter, empirical evidence in any other case or source that I am aware of.”); United States v. 

Stern, 590 F. Supp. 2d 945, 952 n.5 (N.D. Ohio 2008) (“The Court is … forced to note the 

somewhat limited impact of domestic prosecution for a fundamentally international crime. . . . 

[N]o court should be deluded into believing that limiting domestic consumption alone can 

eradicate the international market for child pornography.”); Kelly, 2012 WL 236 7084, at *5 
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(“The Court is aware of absolutely no evidence suggesting that increased penalties for the 

consumers of child pornography have decreased the swell of child pornography produced or 

posted to the internet, or deterred ‘hands-on’ abuses against children.  To the contrary, while 

prosecutions of child pornography have skyrocketed, prosecutions of actual sexual abuse of 

children have remained constant.”).  They recognize that possessing even large numbers of 

images does not affect the market.   Id. at *7 (“[T]he tragic realities are such that downloading 

500 widely-available images has virtually no effect on the market.  Sadly, the worldwide market 

for child pornography is so vast that the relative impact of several hundred additional images is 

minuscule, yet results in a significant increase in the guideline range.”) (internal quotation and 

citation omitted);  United States v. Raby, 2009 WL 5173964, at **6-7 (S.D. W. Va. Dec. 30, 

2009) (“The worldwide market for child pornography is so vast that the relative market impact of 

[] having even 592 additional images is miniscule.”). 

 3. The belief that punishing possessors of child pornography will deter 

 the commission of child pornography offenses 

 

 Congress has also apparently relied on the view that severe penalties will deter others 

from possessing child pornography.  In support of criminalizing the possession of child 

pornography, Senator Thurmond said that “tough penalties . . . will be a deterrent to those who 

would sexually exploit children.” 136 Cong. Rec. S9029 (June 28, 1990).  The Sixth Circuit, 

referring to Congress’s actions over the years with regard to child pornography offenses, said it 

is “clear” that Congress was interested in “deterrence” whenever it acted to increase the 

guideline range.  Bistline, 665 F.3d at 764.  But to the extent that Congress believed that 

increasing penalties will deter others from possessing child pornography, it was mistaken.  As 

shown in Part I.B, supra, empirical research is unanimous that more severe sentences do not 

decrease the likelihood that others will commit crimes.   
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 To the extent that Congress meant to deter child pornography possessors themselves from 

committing further crimes, all of the empirical research is in agreement that imprisonment does 

not reduce recidivism.  See, e.g., Tina L. Freiburger & Brian M. Iannacchione, An Examination 

of the Effect of Imprisonment on Recidivism, 24 Crim. Just. Stud. 369, 377 (2011) (“The results 

indicate that incarceration did not affect either offenders’ likelihood of recidivating or the 

severity of recidivism.”); Howard E. Barbaree et al., Canadian Psychological Association 

Submission to the Senate Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs 6 (Jan. 

2012) (“Psychology researchers have identified effective methods, or ‘what works’, to reduce 

crime – the overwhelming consensus of the literature is that treatment works, incarceration does 

not.”).16   As Judge Roger Warren, President Emeritus of the National Center for State Courts, 

stated in 2007:  “The research evidence is unequivocal that incarceration does not reduce 

offender recidivism.”  Roger Warren, National Center for State Courts, Evidence-Based Practice 

to Reduce Recidivism: Implications for State Judiciaries 11 (2007).17  Instead, “[i]ncarceration 

actually results in slightly increased rates of offender recidivism.”  Id.
18  In other words, “across 

                                                 
16 Available at http://www.cpa.ca/docs/file/Government%20Relations/SenateCommitteeSubmission_ 
January302012.pdf.   
 
17 Available at http://nicic.gov/library/files/023358.pdf.   

18  See also Mark W. Lipsey and Francis T. Cullen, The Effectiveness of Correctional Rehabilitation: A 

Review of Systematic Reviews, 3 Ann. Rev. L. Soc. Sci. 297, 302 (2007) (“[R]esearch does not show that 
the aversive experience of receiving correctional sanctions greatly inhibits subsequent criminal behavior.  
Moreover, a significant portion of the evidence points in the opposite direction – such sanctions may 
increase the likelihood of recidivism.  The theory of specific deterrence inherent in the politically popular 
and intuitively appealing view that harsher treatment of offenders dissuades them from further criminal 
behavior is thus not consistent with the preponderance of available evidence.”).  A recent Missouri study 
shows “that recidivism rates actually are lower when offenders are sentenced to probation, regardless of 
whether the offenders have prior felony convictions or prior prison incarcerations.”  Missouri Sentencing 
Advisory Commission, Probation Works for Nonviolent Offenders, 1 Smart Sentencing 1 (June 2009), 
http://www.courts.mo.gov/file.jsp?id=45429.  On a three-year follow up from the start of probation or 
release from prison, first or second-time offenders on probation were incarcerated at a significantly lower 
rate (36%) than those who had been sent to prison (55%).  Id.  
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the offender population, imprisonment does not have special powers in persuading the wayward 

to go straight.  To the extent that prisons are used because of the belief that they reduce 

reoffending more than other penalty options, then this policy is unjustified.”  Francis T. Cullen et 

al., Prisons Do Not Reduce Recidivism:  The High Cost of Ignoring Science, 91 Prison J. 48S, 

50S-51S (2011) (“[H]aving pulled together the best available evidence, we have been persuaded 

that prisons do not reduce recidivism more than noncustodial sanctions.”).  As for why this is so, 

the Commission and scholars have identified numerous “criminogenic” effects of incarceration, 

including that prison serves as a school for criminals; severs ties to family and community; 

diminishes employment options upon release; and reduces rather than increases the inmate’s 

willingness or ability to conform to social norms.19  

 In sum, each of Congress’s actions rested on unfounded assumptions.  As the 

Commission has noted, congressional directives “creat[e] anomalies in the guidelines structure” 

and “new sentencing disparities,” and “are potentially in tension with the fundamental 

Sentencing Reform Act objectives of delegating to an independent, expert body in the judicial 

branch of the government the finer details of formulating sentencing policy, and revising that 

policy in light of actual court sentencing experience over time.”  U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, 

Mandatory Minimum Penalties in the Federal Criminal Justice System 122-23 (1991).  Yet, as 

shown next, the relevant amendments promulgated by the Commission by its own choice were 

also without empirical support.  

                                                 
19 See generally Martin H. Pritikin, Is Prison Increasing Crime, 2008 Wis. L. Rev. 1049, 1054-72 
(cataloging eighteen criminogenic effects of incarceration); Lynne M. Vieraitis, Tomaslav V. Kovandzic, 
& Thomas B. Marvel, The Criminogenic Effects of Imprisonment: Evidence from State Panel Data 1974-

2002, 6 Criminology & Pub. Pol’y 589, 614-16 (2007); see also U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, Staff Discussion 
Paper, Sentencing Options under the Guidelines 19 (1996) (recognizing imprisonment has criminogenic 
effects, including contact with more serious offenders, disruption of legal employment, and weakening of 
family ties). 
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B. The Commission’s Choices Were Not Based on Empirical Evidence or  

  National Experience. 

 

 As set forth in Appendix 3, when Congress directed the Commission to define 

“distribution” to include distribution for a “nonpecuniary interest,” Congress did not direct the 

Commission to add the 2-level enhancement for distribution that applies in Mr. Client’s case.  

Nor did Congress direct the Commission to consolidate § 2G2.4 with § 2G2.2 in 2004, which 

resulted in the application of the distribution enhancement in simple possession cases regardless 

of mens rea and regardless of the purpose of the distribution.  The Commission also chose to 

increase the base offense level from 15 to 18, and to count each video as 75 images.  Each action 

was done without empirical support. 

 Distribution not for pecuniary gain, thing of value, or to a minor, and without mens rea.  

The Commission provided no empirical basis for adding the 2-level enhancement for distribution 

that is not for pecuniary gain or “thing of value,” or to a minor.  USSG App. C, amend. 592 

(Nov. 1, 2000); USSG § 2G2.2(b)(3)(F).  Instead, it referred to “congressional concerns” that 

“pedophiles” distribute pornography over the Internet “to desensitize children to sexual activity, 

to convince children that sexual activity involving children is normal, and to entice children to 

engage in sexual activity.”  It did not give any reason for increasing sentences for those 

sentenced under § 2G2.2 who did not engage in that conduct, and thus were not the object of 

Congress’s concern. 

 Moreover, when the Commission consolidated § 2G2.4 with § 2G2.2, the result was that 

the enhancement now applies in simple possession cases whenever there was any distribution of 

any kind, and regardless of mens rea, a result the Commission did not explain or even 

acknowledge.  The extremely wide net thus cast by the Commission ensnares those, like Mr. 

Client, whose distribution was neither knowing nor to any children, but only as a by-product of 
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the operation of the Lime Wire program.  The enhancement goes far beyond congressional 

concerns, is not based on empirical data, does not further any sentencing purpose, and is 

unsound. 

 Increase to base offense level from 15 to 18.  In 2004, the Commission increased the base 

offense level in possession cases from 15 to 18 “because of the increase in the statutory 

maximum term of imprisonment from 5 to 10 years” as part of the PROTECT Act, “and to 

maintain proportionality with [the new five-year mandatory minimum for] receipt and trafficking 

offenses,” the guidelines for which were calibrated to “reach or exceed” the mandatory minimum 

in nearly every case.  USSG, App. C, amend. 664 (Nov. 1, 2004); see also U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, 

History at 44-46.   In other words, the Commission simply “looked to the mandatory minimum 

sentences set in the [PROTECT] Act, and did not take account of ‘empirical data and national 

experience.’” Kimbrough, 552 U.S. at 109; see also Bistline, 665 F.3d at 763-64 (Commission 

“simply lifted the ratio off the rack of” the mandatory minimum statute, “not tak[ing] account of 

empirical data and national experience,” and was “vulnerable on precisely that ground”).   

The Commission has since acknowledged that the mandatory minimum to which Mr. 

Client’s sentence is linked “may be excessively severe.”  U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, Report to the 

Congress:  Mandatory Minimum Penalties in the Federal Criminal Justice System 365 (2011).  It 

noted that 71% of judges surveyed “state that the mandatory minimum penalty for receipt of 

child pornography is too high,” id., and that prosecutorial charging practices suggest that 

prosecutors also believe that the mandatory minimum penalty is too high.  Id.  Thus, the current 

base offense level is not only devoid of empirical basis, but contrary to national experience.  

 Counting each video as 75 images.  In 2004, the Commission decided to count “[e]ach 

photograph, picture, computer, or computer-generated image, or any similar visual depiction [as] 
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one image.”  USSG, App. C, amend. 664 (Nov. 1, 2004); USSG § 2G2.2 cmt. (n.4(B)(ii)).  It 

further instructed that each “video, video-clip, movie, or similar recording shall be considered to 

have 75 images.”  Id.  As a result, as in Mr. Client’s case, possessing just 10 digital videos 

increased the number of “images” from 235 (subject to a 3-level enhancement) to 885, subject to 

a 5-level enhancement.  

The Commission did not provide any reason for this change.  It later explained that the 

Department of Justice had proposed subjecting each video to a 2- or 3-level enhancement, that it 

had accepted that position, and it counted each video as 75 images so that a single video would 

receive a 2-level enhancement under Congress’s number-of-images table.  See U.S. Sent’g 

Comm’n, History at 43-44 (explaining that it selected 75 images because it is “squarely in the 

middle of the 2-level increase range”).  In other words, the Commission’s choice to use 75 

images for each video was not based on empirical evidence, but was based on the Department of 

Justice’s request and Congress’s number of images table, which itself was adopted without 

explanation or justification.  The Commission provided no evidence that persons who possess 

videos as opposed to still images are more culpable or present a greater risk of harm.  Moreover, 

as the Sixth Circuit suggested in Robinson, this enhancement is particularly unsound as applied 

to a defendant who, like Mr. Client, acquired freely available videos over a relatively short 

period of time and did not knowingly save or distribute them.  See 669 F.3d at 778.   

 C. Enhancements That Apply In Nearly Every Case Do Not Serve Their   

  Purpose. 

 

 The enhancements for material involving prepubescent minors, material depicting 

sadistic or masochistic conduct, use of a computer, and number of images apply in nearly every 

case sentenced under § 2G2.2.  In fiscal year 2011, 95.3% of defendants received the 2-level 

enhancement for material involving prepubescent minors; 79.4% received the 4-level 
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enhancement sadistic or masochistic material; 97.4% received the 2-level enhancement for use of 

a computer”; and 96% received at least a 2-level enhancement based on the number of images, 

with most (70.9%) receiving the 5-level enhancement for 600 images or more.  U.S. Sent’g 

Comm’n, Use of Guidelines and Specific Offense Characteristics (2011).  

 These circumstances thus describe conduct that is “essentially inherent to the crime 

itself,” not aggravating factors describing a more serious offense or higher risk of harm.  Kelly, 

2012 WL 2367084, at *6.  As the Sixth Circuit has recognized, enhancements that apply in 

“almost every case” are contrary to the purpose of enhancements, which “are meant to increase a 

sentence for conduct more aggravated than the typical type of offense.” Robinson, 669 F.3d at 

778 (discussing the enhancement for “use of a computer”).  Such enhancements render § 2G2.2 

an “anomaly.”  Id.     

  D. The Original Guideline Is a More Appropriate Starting Point. 

 

Based on the above analysis, this Court has ample grounds to decline to follow § 2G2.2 

“in terms that are persuasive on policy grounds.”  Bistline, 665 F.3d at 763, 764.  The ability to 

disagree on policy grounds “necessarily permits adoption of a replacement [range].”  Spears, 555 

U.S. at 265; see also Phinney, 599 F. Supp. 2d at 1043 (declining to follow the 2008 version of § 

2G2.2, and noting that “[b]ased on the Commission’s initial approach, which was based on 

study, defendant’s guideline range in this case would have been 6-12 months.”).   

The only guideline based, at least in part, on the Commission’s “characteristic 

institutional role,” and thus arguably sound, is the original guideline promulgated by the 

Commission in 1991.  That guideline reflected the Commission’s analysis of empirical data and 

national experience suggesting that judges believed that § 2G2.2 was already too severe in non-

distribution cases, as evidenced by a 38% rate of downward departure.  See 137 Cong. Rec. 
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H6737 (Sept. 21, 1991).  The Commission expressed concern that raising penalties even higher 

“may aggravate this below-guideline rate and heighten sentencing disparity.”  Id.  

Today, below guideline sentences are imposed in 65.6% of cases sentenced under 

§ 2G2.2, which includes hundreds of downward variances under § 3553(a) sponsored by the 

government.  See U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, 2011 Sourcebook of Federal Sentencing Statistics, 

tbl.28.  While most judges do not follow § 2G2.2, others do, resulting in sentencing disparity.   

Under the original guideline, Mr. Client’s offense level would have been 12.  With two 

levels off for acceptance of responsibility, see USSG § 3E1.1 (1991), his total offense level 

would have been 10.  In Criminal History Category I, his guideline range would have been 6 to 

12 months in Zone B.  See USSG, App. C, amend. 372 (Nov. 1, 1991).  And the guidelines 

would permit a sentence of five years’ probation with six months of home confinement.  USSG § 

5C1.1(c)(3).  Here, in order to take account of the extensive and compelling evidence that any 

term of imprisonment would be harsher than necessary in light of Mr. Client’s age, health, family 

circumstances, low risk of recidivism, and successful efforts in therapy, Mr. Client asks this 

Court to impose a sentence of one day in custody, a significant period of home confinement, and 

ten years’ supervised release with conditions—a greater loss of liberty than even the original 

guideline would require. 

In declining to follow § 2G2.2 on policy grounds, this Court will be in good company.  

Seventy percent of district court judges believe that the guideline range for possession of child 

pornography is too severe.  See U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, Results of Survey of United States District 

Judges, tbl.8 (2010).20  And 83% believe that sentences other than straight imprisonment should 

be made more available under the guidelines for child pornography cases, whether probation 

(19%), probation with community or home confinement (23%), or a split sentence of 

                                                 
20 Available at http://www.ussc.gov/Research/Research_Projects/Surveys/20100608_Judge_Survey.pdf. 
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incarceration with community or home confinement (41%).  Id. tbl. 11.  As more fully set forth 

in Part II, supra, judges sentence below the guideline range recommended by § 2G2.2, 

sometimes far below, in the large majority of cases.  Congress directed the Commission to take 

this data into account in reviewing and revising the guidelines, see 28 U.S.C. § 994(o), and it is 

in the process of attempting to do so.  See U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, History at 1 nn.4, 8.     

V. The Policy Statements are Not “Pertinent” and May Not Be Used to Deny a 

 Variance.  

 

[This Part is applicable only if the prosecutor argues that these policy statements control 

variances, or the judge believes this is so.] 

  
 As demonstrated in Part I, Mr. Client’s advanced age, poor health, and need to care for 

his wife are highly relevant to the purposes of sentencing under § 3553(a).  In a recent case, the 

Sixth Circuit acknowledged that sentencing courts are “entitled to consider these circumstances,” 

but held that the below-guideline sentence imposed there was not adequately justified because 

this Court did not consider the Commission’s departure policy statements regarding age (USSG 

§ 5H1.1), physical condition (USSG § 5H1.4), and family circumstances (USSG § 5H1.6), 

which, according to the Sixth Circuit, “are all discouraged factors under the guidelines.”   

Bistline, 665 F.3d at 767.  The court cited United States v. Christman, 607 F.3d 1110 (6th Cir. 

2010), which said that “section § 3553(a)(5) requires that the district court consider applicable 

policy statements issued by the Sentencing Commission,” id. at 1119.   

 To the extent that Bistline stands for the proposition that this Court must consider these 

policy statements in ruling on a variance in this case, this Court should reject their advice for 

several reasons.  First, policy statements regarding “departures” are not “pertinent” to variances.  

Second, the Court may not, under Supreme Court and statutory law, deny a variance based on 

policy statements that prohibit or discourage consideration of factors that are highly relevant 
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under § 3553(a)(1) and (2) and that must be considered under § 3661.  Third, the policy 

statements offer no useful advice and therefore should be disregarded.   

 A. The Policy Statements Are Not “Pertinent.” 

 As the Supreme Court said in Rita, a defendant’s argument for a lower sentence may 

“take either of two forms.”  551 U.S. at 344 (emphasis added).  The defendant may “argue within 

the Guidelines’ framework, for a departure.”  Id. (emphasis in original).  Or, the defendant may 

“argue that, independent of the Guidelines, application of the factors set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 

3553(a) warrants a lower sentence.”  Id. (citing United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220, 259-60 

(2005)).   The Supreme Court has also made plain that policy statements pertaining to 

“departures” do not control variances.  See Irizarry v. United States, 553 U.S. 708, 714-15 

(2008) (“[T]here is no longer a limit comparable to [a departure] on the variances from 

Guidelines ranges that a district court may find justified under the sentencing factors set forth in 

18 U.S.C. § 3553(a).”).    

While a district court must consider “pertinent” policy statements, 18 U.S.C. § 

3553(a)(5), policy statements are “pertinent” only to the first kind of argument the Supreme 

Court identified in Rita:  “departures.”  Mr. Client seeks a variance, not a “departure.”  Not only 

do these policy statements not apply to variances by their terms, but as further explained in 

Section C, these policy statements are, by necessity under Supreme Court law, not “pertinent” to 

variances. 

B. What the Policy Statements Say   

Before explaining further why the policy statements referred to by Sixth Circuit in 

Bistline cannot be used to deny a variance in this case, it is important to clarify what those policy 

statements actually say.  What they say reveals why they cannot be used to deny a variance.     
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In cases in which the defendant was convicted of an offense “other than child crimes and 

sexual offenses,” USSG § 5K2.0(a) (emphasis added), family circumstances are “not ordinarily 

relevant in determining whether a departure may be warranted.”  USSG § 5H1.6.  This means 

that the court “may depart” only if the “the court finds, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3553(b)(1), that 

there exists an aggravating or mitigating circumstance . . . of a kind, or to a degree, not 

adequately taken into consideration by the Sentencing Commission in formulating the guidelines 

that, in order to advance the objectives set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(2), should result in a 

sentence different from that described.”  USSG § 5K2.0(a)(1).  It also means that the family 

circumstances in question “may be relevant . . . in determining whether a departure is warranted 

. . . only if . . . present to an exceptional degree.”  USSG § 5K2.0(a)(4).  In addition, the 

application notes to USSG § 5H1.6 contain specific requirements, including that the defendant’s 

care or financial support be “irreplaceable.”  Id., cmt. (n.1(B)(iv)). 

In cases in which the defendant was convicted of an offense “other than child crimes and 

sexual offenses,” USSG § 5K2.0(a) (emphasis added), a “departure” based on age or physical 

condition must likewise comply with excised 18 U.S.C. § 3553(b)(1), see USSG § 5K2.0(a)(1), 

but, as amended in 2010, these factors now “may be relevant in determining whether a departure 

is warranted,” but only “if . . . individually or in combination with other offender characteristics, 

[they] are present to an unusual degree and distinguish the case from the typical cases covered by 

the guidelines.”  See USSG § 5H1.1, USSG § 5H1.4. 

Although the Sixth Circuit in Bistline appeared to believe that the policy statements 

described above would apply in that case, 665 F.3d at 767, they would not apply even if Bistline 

had requested a “departure” because Bistline was convicted of possessing child pornography.  
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For the same reason, they would not apply in this case even if Mr. Client had requested a 

“departure.”   

The policy statements regarding “downward departures in child crimes and sexual 

offenses,” USSG § 5K2.0(b), are different.  As part of the PROTECT Act, Congress enacted § 

3553(b)(2) to state that, for child and sex crimes, a sentencing court “shall” impose a sentence 

within the guideline range unless the court finds “there exists a mitigating circumstance of a kind 

or to a degree, that [] has been affirmatively and specifically identified as a permissible ground 

of downward departure” in the Commission’s policy statements.  See 18 U.S.C. § 3553(b)(2); 

Pub. L. No. 108-21 § 401(a) (2003).  It amended § 5K2.0 to prohibit “downward departure” on a 

ground that “has not been affirmatively and specifically identified as a permissible ground of 

downward departure” in Chapter 5, Part K.  USSG § 5K2.0(b).  It amended § 5H1.6 to state that 

family circumstances are “not relevant not relevant in determining whether a sentence should be 

below the applicable guideline range.”  USSG § 5H1.6.  It added a policy statement to state the 

“age may be a reason to depart downward only if and to the extent permitted by §5H1.1,” and 

that “extraordinary physical condition may be a reason to depart downward only if and to the 

extent permitted by §5H1.4.”  USSG § 5K2.22; see Pub. L. No. 108-21 § 401(b).   

In sum, if Mr. Client had requested a “departure” in this case, a departure based on family 

circumstances would be prohibited.  See USSG § 5H1.6.  His age and physical impairment “may 

be a reason to depart downward only if and to the extent permitted by” USSG § 5H1.1 and 

USSG § 5H1.4.  See USSG § 5K2.22.  That is, they “may be relevant in determining whether a 

departure is warranted” only “if . . . individually or in combination with other offender 

characteristics, [they] are present to an unusual degree and distinguish the case from the typical 
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cases covered by the guidelines.”  See USSG § 5H1.1, USSG § 5H1.4.  His physical impairment 

would also have to be “extraordinary.”  USSG § 5K2.22(2). 

C. The Policy Statements May Not Be Used to Deny a Variance. 

The Supreme Court excised 18 U.S.C. § 3553(b)(1) because, by virtue of the standard 

contained therein (and still cited and quoted in the Commission’s policy statements) and its 

incorporation of the Commission’s policy statements by reference (“court shall consider only the 

sentencing guidelines, policy statements, and official commentary” in determining whether a 

“circumstances was adequately taken into consideration”), it made the guidelines mandatory.  

See United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220, 234-35 (2005) (finding the guidelines were 

mandatory, and thus unconstitutional, because “departures are not available in every case, and in 

fact are unavailable in most”); id. at 245, 259 (excising § 3553(b)(1).  For the same reason, all of 

the courts of appeals, including the Sixth Circuit, have held that § 3553(b)(2) must be excised as 

well.  United States v. Shepherd, 453 F.3d 702, 704 (6th Cir. 2006).  Thus, a variance may not be 

denied on the basis of policy statements that prohibit or discourage a departure. 

In Gall, the Supreme Court upheld a probationary sentence based on factors the 

Commission’s policy statements prohibited, i.e., voluntary withdrawal from a conspiracy and 

discontinuing the use of drugs, or deemed “not ordinarily relevant,” i.e., age, education, and 

employment.  552 U.S. at 51-60.  In approving the judge’s reliance on these factors, the Supreme 

Court disregarded the Commission’s policy statements and imposed no requirement that district 

courts even consider them.  In doing so, the majority rejected Justice Alito’s argument in dissent 

that the policy statements should be given “significant weight.”  Id. at 61-68 (Alito, J., 

dissenting).  The Court also rejected the Eighth Circuit’s “extraordinary circumstances” test for a 

variance.  Id. at 46.  Thus, a variance may not be denied based on a policy statement that 

prohibits consideration of family circumstances, or based on policy statements that permit 
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consideration of age and physical impairments only if “present to an unusual degree and 

distinguish the case from the typical cases covered by the guidelines,” USSG §§ 5H1.1, 5H1.4, a 

standard that is indistinguishable from the “extraordinary circumstances” test rejected in Gall.      

In Pepper v. United States, 131 S. Ct. 1229 (2011), the Supreme Court rejected the 

Eighth Circuit’s bar on considering post-sentencing rehabilitation.  Id. at 1241-42.  It held that 

post-sentencing rehabilitation is “highly relevant to several of the § 3553(a) factors,” including 

the history and characteristics of the defendant, the need for deterrence, incapacitation, and 

rehabilitation, and “may also critically inform the sentencing judge’s overarching duty under § 

3553(a) to ‘impose a sentence sufficient, but not greater than necessary’” to serve the purposes of 

sentencing.   Id. at 1242.  In Pepper’s case, there was “no question” that Pepper’s post-sentencing 

rehabilitation—which included successful drug treatment, education, employment, and a 

renewed relationship with his father—was relevant to his history and characteristics, shed light 

on his likelihood of committing further crimes, suggested a diminished need for further 

correctional treatment, and “[bore] directly on the District Court’s overarching duty to ‘impose a 

sentence sufficient, but not greater than necessary’ to serve the purposes of sentencing.”  Id. at 

1242-43.  Moreover, the Court emphasized, 18 U.S.C. § 3661 provides that “[n]o limitation shall 

be placed on the information concerning the background, character, and conduct of a person 

convicted of an offense which a court may receive and consider for the purpose of imposing an 

appropriate sentence.”  The Court therefore held that the Eighth Circuit’s rule barring the 

consideration of these circumstances contravened §§ 3553(a) and 3661.  Id. at 1241-43.  In this 

part of its opinion, the Supreme Court did not mention §5K2.19, a policy statement prohibiting 

consideration of post-sentencing rehabilitation.   
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In a different part of the opinion, the Court responded to an argument by amicus 

appointed by the Court to defend the Eighth Circuit’s judgment that the outcome should be 

governed by § 5K2.19.  Id. at 1247.  It found that the policy statement rests on “wholly 

unconvincing policy rationales not reflected in the sentencing statutes Congress enacted.”  Id. at 

1247.   The Court rejected, consistent with its decision in Gall, amicus’s suggested rule that 

would “elevate[]” §3553(a)(5) over factors that are relevant under other subsections of § 3553(a), 

and directed the district court to give “appropriate weight” to those relevant factors.  Id. at 1249-

50. 

In sum, in considering a variance, the only question is whether the characteristics of the 

defendant are relevant to the purposes of sentencing under § 3553(a)(2) and its overarching duty 

to impose a sentence that is sufficient but not greater than necessary to satisfy those purposes.  

The question is not, and cannot be, whether a policy statement prohibits or discourages the 

factor.  If raised in opposition to a variance, policy statements that prohibit or discourage 

consideration of factors that are relevant under § 3553(a) may not be used to deny a variance.   

D. The Policy Statements Offer No Useful Advice. 

In Pepper, the Supreme Court examined a policy statement for which the Commission 

had provided an explanation.  It found that explanation “wholly unconvincing” and “not reflected 

in the sentencing statutes Congress enacted.”  Id. at 1247.   The Commission has never given any 

reason for discouraging the consideration of advanced age, health problems, or family 

circumstances.21  See USSG 5H1.1, 5H1.4, 5H1.6.  In the absence of any rationale, and in light 

of the evidence that these factors are highly relevant to the purposes of sentencing, and the fact 

that no limitation may be placed on the information this Court may consider in choosing an 

                                                 
21 See Amy Baron-Evans & Kate Stith, Booker Rules, 160 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1631, 1657-58  (2012). 
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appropriate sentence, the Commission’s policy statements are without basis, contrary to law, and 

should not be followed.   

Although the Sixth Circuit in Bistline did not require this Court to “refute” Congress’s 

reasons for deeming family circumstances “not relevant” in child pornography cases and for 

limiting variances based on age and physical condition to the narrow terms of the Commission’s 

policy statements, there are ample grounds to do so.  The only reason given in the official 

legislative history was a wish to reduce the incidence of departures.  H.R. Rep. No. 108-66, at 

58-59 (2003) (Conf. Rep.).  That reason is invalid under Booker, and is the very reason the 

Supreme Court excised § 3553(b).  See Booker, 543 U.S. at 234-35 (finding that the guidelines 

were mandatory, and thus unconstitutional, because “departures are not available in every case, 

and in fact are unavailable in most”); cf. Pepper, 130 S. Ct. at 1244-46 (invalidating § 3742(g)(2) 

because it requires district courts “to treat the Guidelines as mandatory in an entire set of cases” 

on remand).  The sponsor of the bill, Congressman Feeney, opined that sex offenders have an 

“enormously high recidivism rate” and that there would be “a lot less child abuse, and perhaps 

less kidnapping if we adopt this amendment.” 149 Cong. Rec. H2424 (Mar. 27, 2003) (statement 

of Rep. Feeney).  Mr. Feeney was wrong on both counts.  See Parts I.C & IV.A, supra.    

 E. Conclusion 

 If the Sixth Circuit in Bistline suggested that this Court may not consider Mr. Client’s 

age, health, and family circumstances in granting a variance, that position would not only violate 

Supreme Court law, but it is clearly not the law across the nation.  In fiscal year 2011, judges 

cited age as a reason to sentence below the guideline 995 times; 72.8% of these below-range 

sentences were based on § 3553(a) alone and not on a “departure” in whole or in part.  Judges 

cited family circumstances 2,000 times; 73.5% were based on § 3553(a) alone.  Judges cited 
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physical condition 815 times; 63.5% were based on § 3553(a) alone.  See U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, 

2011 Sourcebook of Federal Sentencing Statistics, tbls. 25, 25A, 25B.   In response to a 

Commission survey in 2010, 67% of district court judges said that age is “ordinarily relevant,” 

64% said that physical condition is “ordinarily relevant,” and 62% said that family circumstances 

are “ordinarily relevant.”  U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, Results of Survey of United States District 

Judges January 2010 through March 2010, tbl. 13 (2010).22   Asked why they do not rely on 

departures, 76% of judges said that the “Guidelines Manual does not contain a departure 

provision that adequately reflects the reason for the sentence outside the guideline range,” and 

65% said the policy statements are “too restrictive.”  Id., tbl.14.   Obviously, it is not the law that 

these policy statements control variances.  

 If this Court declines to take into account this evidence because it reads Bistline as 

requiring adherence to the policy statements, Mr. Client urges the Court to make that basis clear 

on the record.   

If, instead, Bistline only requires this Court to “consider” these “departure” policy 

statements when the government argues that they are somehow relevant to a requested variance, 

it should, in doing so, reject their advice as unsound and in conflict with the governing 

sentencing statutes and Supreme Court law.   

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 For the reasons stated, Mr. Client respectfully requests that this Court grant his request 

for a variance and impose the requested sentence of one day in custody, a period of home 

detention with electronic monitoring that is significant in this Court’s judgment (with credit for 

the  eighteen months already served), and ten years of supervised release with the conditions that 

                                                 
22 Available at http://www.ussc.gov/Research/Research_Projects/Surveys/20100608_Judge_ 
Survey.pdf. 
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he register as a sex offender with the State of Michigan, and undergo any further treatment 

deemed necessary by the Probation Officer in addition to the one-year weekly treatment program 

Mr. Client has already completed.  

      Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
      __/s/__Attorney for Defendant_________  
    
 
 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 I hereby certify that on November 14, 2012, a true and exact copy of the foregoing 
Sentencing Memorandum was filed electronically.  Notice of this filing will be sent to all parties 
by operation of the Court’s electronic filing system.  Parties may access this filing through the 
Court’s system. 
  
         /s/   Attorney for Defendant_________                                        
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The data shown in these tables were extracted from the U.S. Sentencing Commission’s 2011 Monitoring 

Dataset by Paul J. Hofer, Policy Analyst, Sentencing Resource Counsel Project, Federal Public and Community 
Defenders, and former Special Projects Director, U.S. Sentencing Commission. For a description of the Monitoring 
Datasets, see U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, Fifteen Years of Guideline Sentencing: An Assessment of How Well the 
Federal Criminal Justice System is Achieving the Goals of Sentencing Reform app. D at 1 (2004), and U.S. 

Sentencing Comm’n, 2010/2011 Guide to Publications and Resources 26‐28 (2010). Although these particular 
analyses are not published by the Commission, the data underlying the tables are the same as the data used in the 
Commission’s annual Sourcebook of Federal Sentencing Statistics.  The data are publicly available at the 
Commission's website: http://www.ussc.gov/Research_and_Statistics/Datafiles/index.cfm. Using standard 
statistical software, such as SAS or SPSS, the Monitoring Dataset can be used to generate a wide variety of tables 
and graphs beyond those published by the Commission. 

  



Table 1 

Placement of Sentences Relative to Guideline Range 

2G2.2 Defendants in Each Criminal History Category 

FY2011   -  6th Circuit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

        Placement of Sentence 

     Relative to Guideline Range 

 Criminal History Category Total 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Within Range 
Count 41 9 6 2 0 1 59

%  28.3% 42.9% 54.5% 66.7%  100.0% 32.6%

Gov Spon Below 
Count 26 4 2 1 0 0 33

%  17.9% 19.0% 18.2% 33.3%  0.0% 18.2%

Non-Gov Spon Below 
Count 78 8 3 0 0 0 89

%  53.8% 38.1% 27.3% 0.0%  0.0% 49.2%

Total 
Count 145 21 11 3 0 1 181

%  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  100.0% 100.0%



 

Table 2 

Placement of Sentences Relative to Guideline Range in Each Circuit  

2G2.2 Defendants with BOL 18; Criminal History Category I 

SOCs (b)(2); (b)(3)(F); (b)(4); (b)(6); (b)(7)(D)  

FY2011    

 

Placement Relative  

         to Range 

Circuit Total 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

 

Within Range 
Count 1 0 0 3 9 0 3 5 2 0 5 28

%  100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 16.7% 56.2% 0.0% 33.3% 71.4% 13.3% 0.0% 50.0% 26.2%

Gov Spon Below 
Count 0 0 3 2 1 2 1 1 6 4 1 21

%  0.0% 0.0% 23.1% 11.1% 6.2% 28.6% 11.1% 14.3% 40.0% 44.4% 10.0% 19.6%

Non-Gov Spon below 
Count 0 2 10 13 6 5 5 1 7 5 4 58

%  0.0% 100.0% 76.9% 72.2% 37.5% 71.4% 55.6% 14.3% 46.7% 55.6% 40.0% 54.2%

  Total 
Count 1 2 13 18 16 7 9 7 15 9 10 107

%  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

   



Table 3 

Number of Defendants Receiving Sentences of Various Terms of Imprisonment 

2G2.2 Defendants in Each Criminal History Category 

FY- 2011   -  6th Circuit 

 

              Length of Imprisonment          

            (including split sentences) 

    

Criminal History Category Total 

1 2 3 4 6 

 

No imprisonment 3 0 0 0 0 3

Up to 6 months 4 1 0 0 0 5

6 to 12 months 3 0 0 0 0 3

1 to 2 years 14 0 1 0 0 15

2 to 5 years 42 2 0 0 0 44

5 to 10 years 43 6 3 1 0 53

More than 10 years 37 12 7 2 1 59

     Total 146 21 11 3 1 182

 

 

 

 



 
 

APPENDIX 2 



OFFENDERS RECEIVING SENTENCING OPTIONS IN EACH PRIMARY OFFENSE CATEGORY
 1

Fiscal Year: 2011
Circuit: 6th Circuit

TOTAL TOTAL

RECEIVING Prison/Community RECEIVING Probation and Probation

IMPRISONMENT Prison Only Split Sentence
2

PROBATION Confinement Only

PRIMARY OFFENSE TOTAL N % N % N % N % N % N %

TOTAL 5,565 4,972 89.3 4,689 84.3 283 5.1 593 10.7 257 4.6 336 6.0

Murder 8 8 100.0 7 87.5 1 12.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Manslaughter 1 1 100.0 1 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Kidnapping/Hostage Taking 4 4 100.0 4 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Sexual Abuse 20 20 100.0 20 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Assault 50 46 92.0 44 88.0 2 4.0 4 8.0 1 2.0 3 6.0

Robbery 104 104 100.0 102 98.1 2 1.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Arson 2 2 100.0 2 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Drugs - Trafficking 2,025 1,931 95.4 1,849 91.3 82 4.0 94 4.6 45 2.2 49 2.4

Drugs - Communication Facility 16 13 81.3 11 68.8 2 12.5 3 18.8 0 0.0 3 18.8

Drugs - Simple Possession 33 11 33.3 9 27.3 2 6.1 22 66.7 3 9.1 19 57.6

Firearms 1,037 1,000 96.4 961 92.7 39 3.8 37 3.6 17 1.6 20 1.9

Burglary/B&E 0 0 -- 0 -- 0 -- 0 -- 0 -- 0 --

Auto Theft 26 15 57.7 12 46.2 3 11.5 11 42.3 6 23.1 5 19.2

Larceny 99 48 48.5 42 42.4 6 6.1 51 51.5 18 18.2 33 33.3

Fraud 688 542 78.8 461 67.0 81 11.8 146 21.2 77 11.2 69 10.0

Embezzlement 58 28 48.3 16 27.6 12 20.7 30 51.7 10 17.2 20 34.5

Forgery/Counterfeiting 128 94 73.4 83 64.8 11 8.6 34 26.6 16 12.5 18 14.1

Bribery 33 25 75.8 23 69.7 2 6.1 8 24.2 7 21.2 1 3.0

Tax 76 48 63.2 40 52.6 8 10.5 28 36.8 13 17.1 15 19.7

Money Laundering 49 36 73.5 32 65.3 4 8.2 13 26.5 9 18.4 4 8.2

Racketeering/Extortion 60 57 95.0 56 93.3 1 1.7 3 5.0 2 3.3 1 1.7

Gambling/Lottery 2 1 50.0 0 0.0 1 50.0 1 50.0 0 0.0 1 50.0

Civil Rights 5 4 80.0 3 60.0 1 20.0 1 20.0 0 0.0 1 20.0

Immigration 541 531 98.2 529 97.8 2 0.4 10 1.8 3 0.6 7 1.3

Child Pornography 199 194 97.5 188 94.5 6 3.0 5 2.5 2 1.0 3 1.5

Prison Offenses 36 33 91.7 32 88.9 1 2.8 3 8.3 2 5.6 1 2.8

Administration of Justice Offenses 123 94 76.4 85 69.1 9 7.3 29 23.6 8 6.5 21 17.1

Environmental/Wildlife 18 2 11.1 1 5.6 1 5.6 16 88.9 5 27.8 11 61.1

National Defense 3 3 100.0 2 66.7 1 33.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Antitrust 0 0 -- 0 -- 0 -- 0 -- 0 -- 0 --

Food & Drug 3 2 66.7 2 66.7 0 0.0 1 33.3 0 0.0 1 33.3

Other Miscellaneous Offenses 118 75 63.6 72 61.0 3 2.5 43 36.4 13 11.0 30 25.4

_________________
1 Of the 5,646 cases, 81 were excluded due to one or more of the following reasons: the offender received neither imprisonment nor probation (78), or missing sentencing information (3). Descriptions of variables used in this table are provided in Appendix A.

2 Prison/Community Split Sentence includes all cases in which offenders received prison and conditions of confinement as described in USSG §5C1.1.

SOURCE: This was produced using the U.S. Sentencing Commission's Interactive Sourcebook (isb.ussc.gov) using the Commission's fiscal year 2011 Datafile, USSCFY2011.

http://www.ussc.gov/Data_and_Statistics/Annual_Reports_and_Sourcebooks/2011/Appendix_A.pdf#page=2
http://isb.ussc.gov/


SENTENCES RELATIVE TO THE GUIDELINE RANGE BY EACH

PRIMARY SENTENCING GUIDELINE (OPTION 2: FOUR CATEGORIES)
 1

Fiscal Year: 2011
District: Michigan East

Gov't

Within Above Sponsored Non-Gov't

Guideline Total Range Range
2

Below Range Below Range
3

§2A1.1 8 5 0 3 0

§2A1.2 3 2 0 1 0

§2A1.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2A1.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2A1.5 2 2 0 0 0

§2A2.1 2 1 0 0 1

§2A2.2 11 6 0 1 4

§2A2.3 1 1 0 0 0

§2A2.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2A3.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2A3.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2A3.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2A3.4 1 1 0 0 0

§2A3.5 0 0 0 0 0

§2A4.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2A4.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2A5.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2A5.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2A5.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2A6.1 3 3 0 0 0

§2A6.2 4 4 0 0 0

§2B1.1 129 47 2 34 46

§2B1.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2B1.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2B1.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2B1.5 0 0 0 0 0

§2B1.6
2 -- -- -- -- --

§2B2.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2B2.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2B2.3 1 1 0 0 0

§2B3.1 15 9 0 4 2

§2B3.2 1 0 0 1 0

§2B3.3 2 0 1 0 1

§2B4.1 3 2 0 1 0

§2B5.1 12 7 0 2 3

§2B5.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2B5.3 1 0 0 0 1

§2B5.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2B6.1 13 1 0 3 9

§2C1.1 5 0 0 3 2

§2C1.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2C1.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2C1.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2C1.5 0 0 0 0 0

§2C1.6 0 0 0 0 0

§2C1.7 0 0 0 0 0

§2C1.8 0 0 0 0 0

§2D1.1 245 100 0 77 68

§2D1.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2D1.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2D1.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2D1.5 0 0 0 0 0

§2D1.6 0 0 0 0 0

§2D1.7 0 0 0 0 0

§2D1.8 1 0 0 1 0

§2D1.9 0 0 0 0 0

§2D1.10 0 0 0 0 0

§2D1.11 2 0 0 1 1

§2D1.12 0 0 0 0 0



SENTENCES RELATIVE TO THE GUIDELINE RANGE BY EACH

PRIMARY SENTENCING GUIDELINE (OPTION 2: FOUR CATEGORIES)
 1

Fiscal Year: 2011
District: Michigan East

Gov't

Within Above Sponsored Non-Gov't

Guideline Total Range Range
2

Below Range Below Range
3

§2D1.13 0 0 0 0 0

§2D1.14 0 0 0 0 0

§2D2.1 7 7 0 0 0

§2D2.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2D2.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2D3.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2D3.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2D3.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2D3.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2D3.5 0 0 0 0 0

§2E1.1 1 0 0 0 1

§2E1.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2E1.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2E1.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2E1.5 0 0 0 0 0

§2E2.1 1 0 0 1 0

§2E3.1 1 0 0 1 0

§2E3.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2E3.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2E4.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2E5.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2E5.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2E5.3 2 1 0 0 1

§2E5.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2E5.5 0 0 0 0 0

§2E5.6 0 0 0 0 0

§2F1.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2F1.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2G1.1 2 0 0 2 0

§2G1.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2G1.3 2 1 0 0 1

§2G2.1 4 1 0 1 2

§2G2.2 35 8 0 7 20

§2G2.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2G2.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2G2.5 1 1 0 0 0

§2G2.6 0 0 0 0 0

§2G3.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2G3.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2H1.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2H1.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2H1.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2H1.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2H1.5 0 0 0 0 0

§2H2.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2H3.1 1 1 0 0 0

§2H3.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2H3.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2H4.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2H4.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2J1.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2J1.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2J1.3 2 1 0 0 1

§2J1.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2J1.5 0 0 0 0 0

§2J1.6 0 0 0 0 0

§2J1.7 0 0 0 0 0

§2J1.8 0 0 0 0 0

§2J1.9 0 0 0 0 0



SENTENCES RELATIVE TO THE GUIDELINE RANGE BY EACH

PRIMARY SENTENCING GUIDELINE (OPTION 2: FOUR CATEGORIES)
 1

Fiscal Year: 2011
District: Michigan East

Gov't

Within Above Sponsored Non-Gov't

Guideline Total Range Range
2

Below Range Below Range
3

§2K1.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2K1.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2K1.3 1 0 0 0 1

§2K1.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2K1.5 0 0 0 0 0

§2K1.6 0 0 0 0 0

§2K1.7 0 0 0 0 0

§2K2.1 126 76 3 14 33

§2K2.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2K2.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2K2.4
3 -- -- -- -- --

§2K2.5 0 0 0 0 0

§2K2.6 0 0 0 0 0

§2K3.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2K3.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2L1.1 2 1 0 0 1

§2L1.2 105 82 2 1 20

§2L1.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2L2.1 1 1 0 0 0

§2L2.2 8 7 1 0 0

§2L2.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2L2.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2L2.5 0 0 0 0 0

§2M1.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2M2.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2M2.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2M2.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2M2.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2M3.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2M3.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2M3.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2M3.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2M3.5 0 0 0 0 0

§2M3.6 0 0 0 0 0

§2M3.7 0 0 0 0 0

§2M3.8 0 0 0 0 0

§2M3.9 0 0 0 0 0

§2M4.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2M5.1 1 0 0 1 0

§2M5.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2M5.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2M6.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2M6.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2N1.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2N1.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2N1.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2N2.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2N3.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2P1.1 1 1 0 0 0

§2P1.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2P1.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2P1.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2Q1.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2Q1.2 4 2 0 0 2

§2Q1.3 1 0 0 0 1

§2Q1.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2Q1.5 0 0 0 0 0

§2Q1.6 0 0 0 0 0

§2Q2.1 0 0 0 0 0



SENTENCES RELATIVE TO THE GUIDELINE RANGE BY EACH

PRIMARY SENTENCING GUIDELINE (OPTION 2: FOUR CATEGORIES)
 1

Fiscal Year: 2011
District: Michigan East

Gov't

Within Above Sponsored Non-Gov't

Guideline Total Range Range
2

Below Range Below Range
3

§2Q2.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2R1.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2S1.1 15 2 0 8 5

§2S1.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2S1.3 5 2 0 2 1

§2S1.4 0 0 0 0 0

§2T1.1 11 3 0 3 5

§2T1.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2T1.3 0 0 0 0 0

§2T1.4 4 1 0 2 1

§2T1.5 0 0 0 0 0

§2T1.6 0 0 0 0 0

§2T1.7 0 0 0 0 0

§2T1.8 0 0 0 0 0

§2T1.9 0 0 0 0 0

§2T2.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2T2.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2T3.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2T3.2 0 0 0 0 0

§2T4.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2X1.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2X2.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2X3.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2X4.1 4 2 0 0 2

§2X5.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2X5.2 3 3 0 0 0

§2X6.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2X7.1 0 0 0 0 0

§2X7.2 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 816 396 9 175 236

_________________
1 Of the 827 cases, 11 were excluded due to one or both of the following reasons: missing information from the submitted documents that prevented the comparison of the sentence and

the guideline range (2) or missing guideline applied (11). Descriptions of variables used in this table are provided in Appendix A.

2 In one case, the defendant was convicted of one or more counts of violating 18 U.S.C. § 1028A. By statute, the punishment for this crime must be served consecutively to any other

punishment, therefore, in this one case the conviction for this crime did not affect the guideline calculation for the underlying offense.

3 In 21 cases, the defendant was convicted of one or more counts of violating 18 U.S.C. § 924(c). By statute, the punishment for this crime must be served consecutively to any other

punishment, therefore, in these 21 cases the conviction for this crime did not affect the guideline calculation for the underlying offense.

4 See Tables 24-24B for a list of departure reasons comprising these categories.

5 See Tables 25-25B for a list of departure reasons comprising these categories.

SOURCE: This was produced using the U.S. Sentencing Commission's Interactive Sourcebook (isb.ussc.gov) using the Commission's fiscal year 2011 Datafile, USSCFY2011.

http://www.ussc.gov/Data_and_Statistics/Annual_Reports_and_Sourcebooks/2011/Appendix_A.pdf#page=2
http://isb.ussc.gov/
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APPENDIX 3 

HISTORY OF THE CHILD PORNOGRAPHY GUIDELINE AS APPLICABLE IN THIS 

CASE 

 
 Before 1990, possession of child pornography was not a crime, and those convicted of 
knowingly distributing or receiving child pornography were sentenced under USSG § 2G2.2.  
After possession was made a crime in 1990, defendants convicted of possession were sentenced 
under USSG § 2G2.4.  In 2004, USSG § 2G2.2 and § 2G2.4 were consolidated. 
 
 The following sets forth, in chronological order, the changes to § 2G2.2 and § 2G2.4 that 
have affected the guideline range in this case, as made by both Congress and the Commission, 
and the reasons given for them.  
 
1990:  The Commission added an enhancement to § 2G2.2 for material depicting sadistic or 

 masochistic conduct. 

 
 When § 2G2.2 was first promulgated, it applied only to trafficking offenses and did not 
include an enhancement for materials involving sadistic or masochistic conduct.  See USSG 
§ 2G2.2 (1987).  The guideline for offenses involving adult obscenity in federal jurisdictions, 
§ 2G3.1, did have such an enhancement, adding four levels to a base offense level of 6. See 

USSG § 2G3.1 (1987).  In June 1989, the Commission proposed eliminating the enhancement in 
adult obscenity cases, see 54 Fed. Reg. 24,073 (June 5, 1990), but ultimately decided against it 
because the Department of Justice was “strongly opposed.”  U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, Working 

Group on Child Pornography and Obscenity Offenses and Hate Crime 42, 45(1990).1  The 
Department provided no empirical reason for retaining the enhancement under § 2G3.1.  See 

Letter from Stephen A. Saltzburg, Deputy Asst. Att’y Gen., to William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chair, 
U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, at 9 (June 30, 1989).2 
 
 Just months after it had considered eliminating the enhancement under § 2G3.1, the 
Commission proposed adding a 4-level enhancement to § 2G2.2 “if the offense material involved 
material that portrays sadistic or masochistic conduct or other depictions of violence.”  55 Fed. 
Reg. 5718 (Feb. 16, 1990).  It did not give any reason.  Id.  This proposal was part of a package 
of proposed changes to § 2G2.2, including an increase to the base offense level for distribution 
from 13 to 15.  In its proposed Reason for Amendment, the Commission said that the change to 
the base offense level was to “better reflect the severity of more grievous offenses.”   Id.    
 
 Formal public comment was largely critical of the amendment as a whole, pointing out in 
particular that the Commission had provided no empirical support for it and that it would result 
in sentences more severe in certain cases than for some robberies.  See, e.g., Statement of Paul D. 
Borman, on Behalf of the Federal Defenders, to the U.S. Sent’g Comm’n (Mar. 15, 1990); 

                                                 
1 Available at http://www.src-project.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/08/ussc_report_child_obsc_hate_ 
19900116.pdf.   
 
2 Available at http://www.src-project.org/wp-content/pdfs/public-omment/ussc_publiccomment_198907/ 
0006077.pdf. 
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Statement of Samuel J. Buffone on Behalf of the American Bar Association Before the U.S. 
Sent’g Comm’n (Mar. 1990).3  Even Citizens for Decency through Law, one of the citizens’ 
organizations that supported higher penalties in general, objected that the Commission had no 
basis for deciding that sadistic or masochistic images are “more heinous than other forms of 
obscenity.” See Letter from Benjamin W. Bull, Citizens for Decency through Law, at 2-3 (Apr. 
6, 1990 (“All obscenity is heinous.  . . . [T]here is an unnecessary and unwarranted increase in 
levels if the material is sado-masochistic.”).  The Commission also received “informal input 
from individual judges” indicating their view that, contrary to the proposed amendments, 
defendants with no significant criminal history or “future likelihood of acting out should receive 
straight probationary periods.”  U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, The History of the Child Pornography 

Guidelines 16 (2009) [“U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, History”].   
 
 In the end, the Commission added the 4-level enhancement for materials depicting 
sadistic and masochistic conduct to § 2G2.2, but did not increase the base offense level.  USSG, 
App. C, amend. 325 (Nov. 1, 1990).  It did not provide any reason for the enhancement.  See id. 
(Reason for Amendment) (saying only that the amendment “provided a specific offense 
characteristic for materials involving depictions of sadistic or masochistic conduct or other 
violence”).    
 
 In its 2009 account of the history of the child pornography guidelines, the Commission 
said that the enhancement under § 2G2.2 was “included because it mirrored the specific offense 
characteristic already available under the distribution of adult obscenity guideline and thereby 
accorded consistent treatment of such material under both guidelines.”  U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, 
History at 15 n.68.  It also noted that in March 1987, before the promulgation of the initial set of 
guidelines, the Department of Justice “had recommended [for § 2G2.2] a 10-level increase to a 
base offense level of 13 for sadistic and masochistic images.”  Id.   It did not mention that the 
Commission itself had proposed eliminating the enhancement, but had not done so at the 
Department’s behest. 
 
 As described below, when Congress added the same enhancement to § 2G2.4 in 2003 for 
possession offenses, it simply mirrored the enhancement under § 2G2.2. 
 
1991: The Commission promulgated a new guideline at § 2G2.4 in response to the 

 criminalization of simple possession of child pornography. 

  

In 1990, Congress made it a crime to possess “3 or more books, magazines, periodicals, 
films, video tapes, or other matter which contain any visual depiction” of a minor engaging in 
sexually explicit conduct, with a statutory maximum of five years. Crime Control Act of 1990, 
Pub. L. No. 101-647, § 323(a) (1990).  Congress did not direct the Commission to respond in any 
particular or general manner.  In support of making simple possession a crime, Senator 
Thurmond expressed the belief that “[t]hose who possess and view this material comprise the 
market for this underground industry,” 136 Cong. Rec. S4730 (Apr. 20, 1990), and that “[t]ough 

                                                 
3 Available at /www.src-project.org/wp-content/pdfs/public-comment/ussc_publiccomment_amend_1990/ 
0000423.pdf. 
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penalties for the possession, viewing, and dissemination of this material will be a deterrent to 
those who would sexually exploit children.”  136 Cong. Rec. S9029 (June 28, 1990) 
  

At the time, the base offense level for trafficking and receipt was 13.  USSG § 2G2.2 
(1990).  The Commission responded to the new offense of simple possession by creating a new 
guideline, USSG § 2G2.4, to “address offenses involving receipt or possession of materials 
depicting a minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct, as distinguished from offenses involving 
trafficking in such material, which continue to be covered under § 2G2.2.”  See USSG, App. C, 
amend. 372 (Nov. 1, 1991).  The Commission chose to set the base offense level for simple 
receipt and possession at 10, three levels lower than the base offense level for trafficking.  See id.  
It included a cross-reference to § 2G2.2 for “[o]ffenses involving receipt or transportation of 
[child pornography] for the purpose of trafficking.”  Id.      

 
 The Commission included only one enhancement, for material that “involved a 
prepubescent minor or a minor under the age of twelve years.”  Id.; USSG § 2G2.4 (1991).  This 
enhancement was taken from the same enhancement already present in § 2G2.2.  When § 2G2.2 
was initially promulgated in 1987, the enhancement applied only if the material involved a minor 
under the age of twelve, see USSG § 2G2.2 (1987), but the Commission chose to amend it the 
next year to add “prepubescent minor” as “an alternative measure to be used in determining 
whether the material involved an extremely young minor for cases in which the actual age of the 
minor is unknown.” USSG, App. C, amend. 31 (June 15, 1988).  The Commission did not 
provide a reason for this change. 
 
1991: The Commission increased the base offense level under § 2G2.4 from 10 to 13 in 

 response to a specific congressional directive. 

 

 Before the new guideline at § 2G2.4 went into effect, Senator Jesse Helms introduced an 
amendment to the Treasury-Postal Service Appropriations Bill of 1991 that would direct the 
Commission to restore receipt offenses to the guideline for trafficking, § 2G2.2, increase the base 
offense level under § 2G2.2 to 15, and increase the base offense level for simple possession 
under § 2G2.4 to 13.  See 137 Cong. Rec. S10322 (July 18, 1991).  Senator Helms primarily 
complained (incorrectly) that the Commission had “reduced” penalties for receipt offenses, and 
said that a base offense level of 10 for possession and receipt “is just too low, because the 
defendant usually gets probation or home confinement.”  Id. at S10323.  He referred to 
“pedophiles,” “smut peddlers,” and those “dealing in child pornography.” Id.  He expressed the 
belief that “we must increase the sentencing levels for child porn if we want to stop child 
molestations and put a dent in the child porn trade.”  Id.  As proof that “child pornography plays 
a central role in child molestations by pedophiles” and is “directly connected to child 
molestation,” id. at S10323,  Senator Helms placed in the record a 1986 Senate Report on child 
pornography and pedophilia, id. at S10325-28.    
 
 In that report, the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations on Child 
Pornography and Pedophilia found that “no single characteristic of pedophilia is more pervasive 
than the obsession with child pornography.”  S. Rep. No. 99-537, at 9 (1986).  It found that 
pedophiles possess and collect child pornography for seven primary reasons:  (1) to justify and 
validate the sexual abuse of children; (2) to stimulate sexual drive as a prelude to the sexual 
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abuse of a child; (3) to lower a child’s inhibitions in order to sexually abuse the child;  (4) to 
preserve the child’s youth at the age of sexual preference; (5) to blackmail victims; (6) as a 
medium of exchange to gain access to more children; and (7) for profit.  Id. at 10-12.  Notably, 
the report found that there was “no need” for major revisions to the law, as the laws “now on the 
books are well designed and are reaping impressive gains” by providing a new incentive, in the 
form of a ten-year statutory maximum, for the investigation and prosecution of those who 
produce and traffic in child pornography.  Id. at 45.  Its only suggestion was that Congress ban 
advertising of child pornography.  Id.    
 

Senator Helms’ amendment was adopted by the Senate without debate.  137 Cong. Rec. 
S10363 (July 18, 1991).   
 
 On September 21, 1991, the Chair of the Sentencing Commission wrote a letter to the 
House of Representatives to object to the characterization of it decision in the Senate, and to 
more fully explain its reasons for choosing to treat receipt offenses the same as possession and to 
set the base offense level for both at 10.  See 137 Cong. Rec. H6736-37 (Sept. 21, 1991).  It 
explained that a base level of 10 was “the highest of the alternatives proposed for public 
comment,” and “is roughly 50 percent greater” than the base offense level for receipt and 
possession with intent to distribute adult obscenity in federal jurisdictions.  Id. at H6737.  The 
letter explained that “empirical data in non-distribution cases sentenced under §2G2.2 during 
fiscal year 1990 suggest[ed] many judges” believed the guidelines in such cases were too severe, 
as evidenced by a 38% rate of downward departures, more than double the overall rate of 
downward departure.  It expressed a concern that raising penalties even higher “may aggravate 
this below-guideline rate and heighten sentencing disparity.”  Id.  It said that the proposed 
directive “will reintroduce the very problems the guidelines now prevent.” Id. 
 
 In support of its passage in the House, Representative Wolf described the measure as 
providing “increased protection for children who are the victims of molestation and 
exploitation,” and said that “Congress wants to put teeth into the criminal laws governing child 
pornography.” 137 Cong. Rec. H6736 (Sept. 24, 1991).  He stated that the existence of a record 
of sexual abuse, “and its potential circulation through national, and in some instances even 
international, chains of distribution can serve only to deepen the emotional and psychological 
wounds of the child victim.”  Id. at H6738.   He also referred to the 1986 Senate Report, and 
stated that “[m]ost experts agree that there is a very high degree of correlation between those 
who desire to receive and possess child pornography and those who engage in the sexual 
molestation of young children.”  Id   He said that “those who receive child pornography through 
the mails are often also involved in the actual sexual abuse of children--or at the very least meet 
the psychological profile of those likely to engage in molesting children.”  Id.  He dismissed the 
Commission’s objections.  Id. at H6739. 
 
 The directive was passed by the House, and became law on October 28, 1991.  Congress 
directed the Commission to move receipt offenses back to § 2G2.2, and “to promulgate 
guidelines, or amend § 2G2.4 to provide a base offense level of not less than 13” for simple 
possession offenses.  Treasury, Postal Service and General Government Appropriations Act, 
1992, Pub. L. No. 102-141, § 632(1)(C) (1991).  The Commission did as it was told, raising the 
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base offense level for possession from 10 to 13, and the base offense level for trafficking and 
receipt from 13 to 15.  USSG, App. C, amend. 436 (Nov. 27, 1991).  
 
1991: The Commission added a 2-level enhancement under § 2G2.4 for “10 or more 

 items” in response to a specific congressional directive. 

 

 When Congress directed the Commission to increase the base offense level from 10 to 
13, it also directed the Commission to “provide at least a 2 level increase for possessing 10 or 
more books, magazines, periodicals, films, video tapes or other items containing a visual 
depiction involving the sexual exploitation of a minor.”  Treasury, Postal Service and General 
Government Appropriations Act, 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-141, § 632(1)(C) (1991).   
 
 The floor discussions (described above) do not reveal any particular justification for this 
directive.   
  

1996: The Commission increased the base offense level from 13 to 15 under § 2G2.4 in 

 response to a specific congressional directive. 

 

 In 1995, Congress directed the Commission to (1) increase the base offense level for an 
offense under [18 U.S.C. § 2251, criminalizing production] by at least 2 levels; and (2) increase 
the base offense level for an offense under [18 U.S.C. § 2252, criminalizing trafficking and 
possession] by at least 2 levels.”  Sex Crimes Against Children Prevention Act of 1995, Pub. L. 
No. 104-71, § 2 (1995).     
 
 When the measure was initially passed by the House, it instructed the Commission to 
increase punishment only for those who produce and distribute child pornography, 141 Cong. 
Rec. H4122 (Apr. 4, 1995).  As a result, the discussion in the House centered on production, 
distribution, and advertising offenses, id. at H4122-24, and thus reveals no reason for the 
directive with respect to simple possession.  In the Senate, the measure was broadened to cover 
all child pornography offenses, but the discussion still centered on “predatory pedophiles [who] 
sell, purchase and swap the most vile depictions of children engaged in the most outrageous 
types of sexual conduct.”  141 Cong. Rec. S5509 (Apr. 6, 1995) (Sen. Grassley).  Senator Hatch 
said that “persons who choose to engage in sexual exploitation of children, whether to satisfy 
prurient desire or to gain filthy lucre, must be made to feel the full weight of the law and suffer a 
punishment commensurate with the seriousness of their offense.”  Id. 

 
 In response to this directive, the Commission increased the base offense level for 
possession offenses under § 2G2.4 from 13 to 15, and increased the base offense level for 
trafficking and receipt from 15 to 17.  USSG, App. C, amend. No. 537 (Nov. 1, 1996).    
 
1996: The Commission added a 2-level enhancement under § 2G2.4 for possession 

 resulting from the defendant’s use of a computer in response to a specific 

 congressional directive. 

 

 As part of the 1995 law directing the Commission to increase base offense levels, 
Congress directed the Commission to “amend the sentencing guidelines to increase the base 
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offense level by at least 2 levels for an offense committed under section 2251(c)(1)(A) [at the 
time, criminalizing advertising for child pornography or for participation in conduct for the 
purpose of producing child pornography] or 2252(a) of title 18 [criminalizing trafficking and 
possession], United States Code, if a computer was used to transmit the notice or advertisement 
to the intended recipient or to transport or ship the visual depiction.”  Sex Crimes Against 
Children Prevention Act of 1995, Pub. L. No. 104-71, § 3 (1995). 
 
 When the measure was initially passed by the House, it did not apply to simple 
possession offenses. 141 Cong. Rec. H4122 (Sept. 24, 1995).  In the Senate, the measure was 
broadened to cover simple possession offenses, but no reason was given for the change and 
discussion focused, as it did in the House, on producers and distributors.  Regarding this 
directive in particular, Senator Hatch said that “this legislation helps our law enforcement efforts 
in this area keep pace with changing technology by increasing the penalties for the use of 
computers in connection with the distribution of child pornography. . . . It is critical that we act 
to ensure that [the information super] highway is not littered with the debris of child 
pornography.”   141 Cong. Rec. S5509 (Apr. 6, 1995) (emphasis added).   Senator Grassley said 
that the amendment was “to discourage child pornographers from using computers to trade in 
child pornography.”  Id. (emphasis added).  There is no evidence of congressional purpose with 
regard to simple possession. 
 
 The Commission implemented the directive by adding a two-level enhancement to 
§ 2G2.2 if “a computer was used” to solicit a minor to participate in the production of sexually 
explicit material, or for transmission or notice or advertisement of the material.  USSG, App. C, 
amend. 537 (Nov. 1, 1996).  Using slightly different language, it added a two-level enhancement 
to § 2G2.4 “if the defendant’s possession of the material resulted from the defendant’s use of a 
computer.”  Id.  The Commission said simply that the amendment implemented the directive.  Id. 

 
 In its report to Congress, submitted also in response to a directive, the Commission  
noted that approximately one-third of defendants sentenced for possession under § 2G2.4 used a 
computer to store or receive the images.  U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, Report to the Congress: 

Sex Offenses Against Children 29 (1996).  The Commission was unable to discern a particular 
congressional motive for the directive, and strongly suggested that the “use of a computer” 
enhancement as Congress directed applied too broadly without making appropriate distinctions 
in culpability:  
 

Not all computer use is equal. Some uses lead to more widespread dissemination 
of child pornography and to increased accessibility of pornography and other 
sexually explicit dialogue to children.  Sentencing policy should be sensitive to 
these differences in culpability so that punishments are tailored to fit the 
circumstances of each individual’s crime. 
. . . 
 
Federal cases to date typically do not involve the type of computer use that would 
result in either wide dissemination or a likelihood that the material will be viewed 
by children.  
. . . 
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The adjustment does not distinguish between persons who e-mail images to a 
single voluntary recipient and those who establish a BBS and distribute child 
pornography to large numbers of subscribers. 
 
Congress and the Commission may wish to develop a more finely-tuned system of 
apportioning punishment in cases involving the use of computers.  For example, 
an upward departure might be recommended in cases in which a computer was 
used to widely disseminate pornography, or in which pornography was made 
accessible to children. Alternatively, the two level adjustment might be narrowed 
to apply only to cases that involve distributing child pornography in a way that 
makes it widely accessible, such as posting it on a BBS or Website. 
 

See id. 28-30 & n.23.  Thus, according to the Commission, the use of a computer might 
appropriately be considered an aggravating factor only when a computer was used to widely 
disseminate pornography or to make it accessible to children. 
 
2000: The Commission expanded the “distribution” enhancement under § 2G2.2 in  

 response to a specific congressional directive. 

 

 In 1998, Congress directed the Commission to “review the Federal Sentencing Guidelines 
relating to the distribution of pornography covered under chapter 110 of title 18,” and to “clarify 
that the term ‘distribution of pornography’” applies to distribution both “for monetary 
remuneration” and “for a nonpecuniary interest.”  Protection of Children from Sexual Predators 
Act of 1998, Pub. L. No. 105-314, title V, § 506 (1998).  At the time, § 2G2.2 included a 
minimum 5-level enhancement, based on the loss table in former §2F1.1 (Fraud), if the offense 
involved “distribution.”  USSG § 2G2.2 (1998).  “Distribution” was defined as an “act related to 
distribution for pecuniary gain, including production, transportation, and possession with intent 
to distribute.”  Id. § 2G2.2 cmt. (n.1). 
 
 Senator Hatch suggested that the bill generally, which contained numerous provisions 
relating to transportation offenses, production of child pornography, and sexual abuse, was 
aimed at deterring child molestors who use pornography to stalk and groom children:  The bill 
“provide[s] additional protection for our children [] [b]y prohibiting the libidinous dissemination 
on the Internet of information related to minors and the sending of obscene material to minors, 
we make it more difficult for sexual predators to gather information on, and lower the sexual 
inhibitions of, potential targets.”  144 Cong. Rec. S12262 (Oct. 9, 1998) (Senator Hatch).  He 
said that “those who take the path of predation should know that the consequences of their 
actions will be severe and unforgiving.”  Id.   
 
 In the House, the discussion similarly centered on abductions and predators.  144 Cong. 
Rec. H10566-75 (Oct. 12, 1998).   Representative Hastings said that the bill “is a comprehensive 
response to the horrifying menace of sex crimes against children, particularly assaults facilitated 
by computers,” and “principally[] target[s] pedophiles who stalk children on the Internet and by 
cracking down on pedophiles who use and distribute child pornography to lure children into 
sexual encounters.”  Id. at H10571-72.   
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 In response to the directive, the Commission amended § 2G2.2 to define “distribution” to 
mean “any act, including production, transportation, and possession with intent to distribute” 
regardless of whether the distribution was related to pecuniary gain.  USSG, App. C, amend. 592 
(Nov. 1, 2000).   It provided varying levels of enhancement depending on the purpose and 
recipient of the distribution:  distribution for pecuniary gain (at least 5 levels); distribution for the 
receipt of a “thing of value” other than pecuniary gain (5 levels); distribution to a minor (5 
levels); and distribution to a minor intended to persuade or entice the minor to engage in sexual 
activity (7 levels).  Id.  It also added a 2-level catch-all for distribution “other than distribution as 
described” above, i.e., that is not for pecuniary gain or “thing of value,” or to a minor.  Id. 
  
 The Commission explained in its Reason for Amendment that “these varying levels are 
intended to respond to increased congressional concerns, as indicated in the legislative history of 
the Act, that pedophiles, including those who use the Internet, are using child pornographic and 
obscene material to desensitize children to sexual activity, to convince children that sexual 
activity involving children is normal, and to entice children to engage in sexual activity.”  Id. It 
did not explain how these concerns support the catch-all provision, which applies to distribution 
for none of those purposes. 
 
 In addition, as the enhancement is worded, it does not contain any mens rea requirement.  
At the time, however, those sentenced under § 2G2.2 would have been convicted of a trafficking 
offense, with its attendant mens rea requirement.  There was no distribution enhancement under 
§ 2G2.4 for possession, but if the cross-reference to § 2G2.2 was applied, the judge would have 
found the defendant committed a trafficking offense with its attendant mens rea requirement.  
See, e.g., United States v. Sromalski, 318 F.3d 748, 752-53 (7th Cir. 2003).  As described below, 
the reach of this enhancement was expanded in 2004 when the Commission chose to consolidate 
§ 2G2.4 with § 2G2.2, USSG, App. C, amend. 664 (Nov. 1, 2004), with the result that the 
distribution enhancement would apply on a strict liability basis in simple possession cases.  The 
Commission did not explain or acknowledge that those convicted of simple possession would be 
subject to the enhancement without a mens rea requirement.    
  
2003:  Congress directly amended § 2G2.4 to add “number of images” table and 4-level 

 enhancement for materials involving sadistic or masochistic conduct. 

  
As part of the PROTECT Act, Congress amended § 2G2.2 and § 2G2.4 by adding the 

“number of images” table, as follows:       
 

If the offense involved— 
     (A) at least 10 images, but fewer than 150, increase by 2 levels; 
     (B) at least 150 images, but fewer than 300, increase by 3 levels; 
     (C) at least 300 images, but fewer than 600, increase by 4 levels; and 
     (D) 600 or more images, increase by 5 levels. 
 

PROTECT Act, Pub. L. No. 108-21, title IV, § 401(i)(1)(B) & (C) (2003).  The Commission 
incorporated the enhancements as written.  USSG, App. C, amend. 649 (Apr. 30, 2003).  The 
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result under § 2G2.4 was that there was an enhancement for “10 or more items” and for the 
number of images.  
 
 Also as part of the PROTECT Act, Congress directly added a 4-level enhancement to 
§ 2G2.4 “if the offense involved material that portrays sadistic or masochistic conduct or other 
depictions of violence.”  Pub. L. No. 108-21, § 401(i)(B) (2003).  This simply mirrored the 
enhancement already present in § 2G2.2, which in turn mirrored the enhancement in the adult 
obscenity guideline.   
 
 These enhancements were part of the Feeney Amendment.  See 149 Cong. Rec. H2420 
(Mar. 27, 2003).   No reason was given for them in the conference report on the PROTECT Act, 
H.R. Rep. No. 108-66, at 58-59 (2003) (Conf. Rep.), which reported on the Feeney Amendment.  
Nor was there any particular reason stated in floor discussions in the House or the Senate.  In a 
letter urging passage of the amendment, the Department of Justice wrote that “[t]he current 
Sentencing Guidelines fail adequately to account for the volume of the material, with the result 
that an offender who sent one image of child pornography over the Internet receives the same 
treatment under the Guidelines as an offender who set up a website containing thousands of 
images.” 149 Cong. Rec. S5128 (Apr. 10, 2003).  It did not attempt to justify the enhancement in 
cases involving simple possession or mention the enhancement for sadistic or masochistic 
conduct.   
 

Though there was no discussion of these enhancements, there was extensive discussion of 
other provisions of the PROTECT Act, which contained numerous other provisions relating to 
child abductions, child sexual abuse, and child pornography.  The child pornography provisions 
in S. 151 as they existed before the Feeney Amendment were aimed at eliminating the “virtual 
porn” defense created by Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition, 122 S. Ct. 1389 (2002), and adding 
new crimes of pandering or solicitation of child pornography and using child pornography to 
persuade a minor to engage in an illegal act.  See S. Rep. No. 108-2 (2003).  The stated purpose 
of S. 151 in February 2003 was to “restore the government’s ability to prosecute child 
pornography offenses successfully.”  Id. at 1.  As background, the Senate report repeated earlier 
reports that “child pornography stimulates the sexual appetites and encourages the activities of 
child molesters and pedophiles, who use it to feed their sexual fantasies,” and that ‘‘[c]hild 
molesters and pedophiles use child pornography to convince potential victims that the depicted 
sexual activity is normal practice; that other children regularly participate in sexual activities 
with adults or peers.”  S. Rep. No. 108-2, at 3 (2003).  
 
 When the bill returned to the Senate later in the year—now greatly expanded to include, 
among other things, the Amber Alert Act, the Code Adam Act, provisions relating to child 
abductions and kidnapping, and including a compromise version of the Feeney Amendment— 
Senator Hatch began his general comments by identifying “three distinct harms” of child 
pornography “long recognized” by Congress:  (1) it “whets the appetites of pedophiles and 
prompts them to act out their perverse sexual fantasies”; (2) “it is a tool used by pedophiles to 
break down the inhibitions of children”; and (3) it “creates immeasurable and indelible harm on 
the children who are abused to manufacture it.”  149 Cong. Rec. S5114 (Apr. 10, 2003).    
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 Senator Hatch justified the Feeney Amendment’s restrictions on departures in child sex 
cases by referring to “pedophiles, molesters, and pornographers,” “vicious defendants,” and 
“child rapists.”  Id. at S5115, S5122.  As an example of the target of the Feeney Amendment’s 
“sentencing reforms,” he described a defendant convicted of possessing images involving  
violence and sadism, and who was “engaging in online communication with a 15-year-old girl.”  
Id. at S5115.  In further support of the Feeney Amendment, he emphasized “a disturbing fact 
about child pornographers” and pointed to a study done by the Bureau of Prisons (often referred 
to as the 2000 Butner Study) that “shows that 76 percent of child pornographers and those who 
had been convicted of traveling in interstate commerce to commit sex acts with minors admitted 
to undetected sex crimes with an average of 30.5 child sex victims.”  Id. at S5126.4  Aside from 
these general statements regarding the departure provisions in the Feeney Amendment, neither 
Senator Hatch nor any other Senator addressed or justified the “number of images” table 
contained in the Feeney Amendment or explained what purpose it is meant to serve in simple 
possession cases, or in any case. 
 
2004: The Commission consolidated § 2G2.2 and § 2G2.4 to subject simple    

 possession to a strict liability distribution enhancement. 

 

 In 2004, the Commission decided to consolidate § 2G2.2 and § 2G2.4.  See USSG, App. 
C, amend. 664 (Nov. 1, 2004).  It said that it did so to “address[] concerns raised by judges, 
probation officers, prosecutors, and defense attorneys regarding difficulties in determining the 
appropriate guideline [] for cases involving convictions of 18 U.S.C. § 2252 or § 2252A,” and 
because, “as a result of amendments directed by the PROTECT Act, these guidelines have a 
number of similar specific offense characteristics.”   Id.  Section 2G2.2 contained the same 
enhancements for material involving a prepubescent minor, use of a computer, sadistic and 
masochistic conduct, and number of images.  However, as a result of the amendment, defendants 
convicted only of simple possession and whose offense did not involve trafficking (with its 
attendant mens rea requirement of “knowingly” engaging in the trafficking offense conduct), 
would be subject to the distribution enhancement, which has no mens rea requirement and 
which, as described above, was driven by congressional concerns that pedophiles distribute 
pornography to children in order to desensitize them to sexual activity and to entice or coerce 
them to engage in sexual activity, circumstances that are not present here.  The Commission did 
not explain or acknowledge this result. 
 
2004: The Commission increased the base offense level under § 2G2.2 from 15 to 18 in 

response to an increase in the statutory maximum and to link it to the mandatory 

minimum for trafficking and receipt. 

 
 As part of the PROTECT Act, Congress established five-year mandatory minimum 
penalties for trafficking and receipt offenses, and increased the statutory maximum for simple 
possession from 5 to 10 years.  PROTECT Act, Pub. L. No. 108-21, title IV, § 103(a) (2003).  
When the Commission consolidated § 2G2.4 with § 2G2.2, it increased the base offense level for 
possession from 15 to 18, and increased the base offense level for receipt and distribution from 

                                                 
4 As shown in the body of this Memorandum, the Butner study has since been thoroughly 
discredited.  See Part I.A.1 n.3. 
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17 to 22.  USSG, App. C, amend. 664 (Nov. 1, 2004).  The Commission explained that it chose a 
base offense level for trafficking offenses that would result in a sentence that “reach[es] or 
exceed[s]” the mandatory minimum in nearly every case, considering the enhancements that 
apply in nearly every case, and that it increased the base offense level for possession offenses 
“because of the increase in the statutory maximum term of imprisonment from 5 to 10 years, and 
to maintain proportionality with receipt and trafficking offenses.”  Id.; U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, 
History at 44-46. 
 
 In 2011, the Commission acknowledged that the mandatory minimums, to which the 
possession guideline is structurally tied, “may be excessively severe.”  U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, 
Report to the Congress:  Mandatory Minimum Penalties in the Federal Criminal Justice System, 
365 (2011).  It noted that 71% of judges surveyed “state that the mandatory minimum penalty for 
receipt of child pornography is too high,” id. at 365, and that prosecutorial charging practices 
suggest that prosecutors also believe that mandatory minimum penalties for certain offenses are 
too high.  Id.   
 
2004: The Commission instructed that each video or video clip is to be counted as   

 75 images. 

 

 Also in 2004, the Commission instructed in new commentary that “[e]ach photograph, 
picture, computer, or computer-generated image, or any similar visual depiction shall be 
considered to be one image.”  USSG, App. C, amend. 664 (Nov. 1, 2004); USSG § 2G2.2 cmt. 
(n.4(B)(ii)).  The Commission instructed that each “video, video-clip, movie, or similar 
recording shall be considered to have 75 images.”  Id.   
 
 At the time of the amendment, the Commission did not explain why it assigned 75 
images to each video or video clip. USSG, App. C, amend. 664 (Nov. 1, 2004) (Reason for 
Amendment).  In its subsequent 2010 History, it said that the Department of Justice took the 
position that videos should be treated as more than one image and suggested that each video be 
subject to a 2- or 3- level enhancement.  The Commission accepted that position, and selected 75 
images because it is “squarely in the middle of the 2-level increase range” directed by Congress 
for between 10 and 150 images. U.S. Sent’g Comm’n, History at 43-44.  In other words, the 
Commission’s choice to use 75 images for each video was tied to Congress’s number of images 
table, which was adopted without explanation or justification, much less an empirical 
justification.  There was no suggestion by the Department of Justice, and no finding by the 
Commission, that persons who possess videos as opposed to still images are more culpable or 
present a greater risk of harm.  


